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BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
MARY ANN BORGESON, CHAIR 
MICHAEL BOYLE CLARE DUDA CAROLE WOODS HARRIS KYLE HUTCHINGS GEORGE MILLS CAROL McBRIDE PIRSCH 
Mr. Patrick J. O'Donnell 
Clerk of the Legislature 
P.O. Box 94604 
Lincoln, NE 68509-4604 
Dear Mr. O'Donnell: 
Dean C. Sykes, Chief Administrative Officer 
December 22, 1997 
Enclosed is the report from Dodge, Douglas, Sarpy, Saunders and 
Washington Counties concluding the year long effort to examine the question of 
whether property taxes might be reduced through consolidation of counties, 
offices or services with another county as required in LB 1 085. 
A steering committee consisting of two Commissioners/Supervisors from 
each county directed this examination with the assistance of Russell L. Smith, a 
professor of the UNO Department of Public Administration. 
In addition to analyzing county office consolidation costs and savings, the 
steering committee chose to broaden the analysis to include a review of 
opportunities for sharing among elected officials and other general services 
provided by county governments. 
The steering committee scheduled meetings with elected officials and 
department heads in February 1997. Priority work areas were determined and 
committees were formed at an April 11, 1997, kick off meeting held at the 
AKSARBEN Clubhouse, Omaha, Nebraska. 
The working committees met through the summer and in August the 
steering committee reconvened for the next 4 % months to review reports, vote 
on recommendations and to schedule and preside over public hearings in each 
of the five counties. 
(402) 444-7025 Suite LC 2 Civic Center 1819 Farnam Street Omaha, Nebraska 68183-0100 (402) 444-6559 (FAX) 
http:/lwww.co.douglas.ne.us 
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Mr. Patrick J. O'Donnell 
Clerk of the Legislature 
Page2 
The report includes a summation of the recommendations and public 
comments. 
The steering committee profited from this lengthy process, although it 
became apparent from public comment and feedback from other local officials 
that any cost savings realized would have a minimal impact on the individual 
taxpayer because of the small portion of the county's levy compared to the total 
property tax levy. Nevertheless, each of the five county boards will determine in 
early 1998 the implementation of the recommendations. 
Please forward this report to the appropriate party. This Multi County 
Shared Services Committee looks forward to hearing from the individuals 
reviewing the LB 1 085 reports as to any future direction or initiatives regarding 
county consolidation of offices or services. 
Bud lossi 
Doqge County Supervisor 
Paul Marsh· 
Dodge County Supervisor 
Clare Duda 
Douglas County Commissioner 
Carole Woods Harris 
Douglas County Commissioner 
Bart Bonn 
Sarpy County Commissioner 
/ckm 
Enclosure 
Sincerely, 
Tim Gay 
Sarpy County Commissioner 
Karen Johnson 
Saunders County Supervisor 
Doris Karloff 
Saunders County Supervisor 
Tom Cady 
Washington County Supervisor 
Harris Vogt 
Washington County Supervisor 
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LB 1085 REPORT TO THE NEBRASKA UNICAMERAL 
Background on the Multi-County Shared Services Project As A 
Response to LB 1085 
The 1996 session of the Nebraska Unicameral enacted several bills focusing on 
the organization and cost oflocal governments. One bill-LB 1085--provided new, more 
specific language and procedures governing county consolidation and service 
cooperation. Coupled with the new language and procedures was a requirement that each 
county complete by January, 1998 a study of whether property taxes might be reduced 
through the consolidation of offices, services and/or county governments. 
On November 18, 1996 the Douglas and Sarpy County Boards announced an 
agreement to work together to address the reqnirements ofLB 1085. An invitation was 
extended to surrounding counties, with Dodge, Saunders and Washington Counties 
joining the effort. During the January-March, 1997 period, meetings were held with the 
commissioners and supervisors of the five participating counties, other elected officials, 
and department heads. 
The Multi-County Shared Services Project was shaped by these meetings. 
Several goals were established by the project's Steering Committee in response to the 
planning meetings. The minimum requirement set by LB 1085 was to examine whether 
property tax savings might be achieved through the consolidation of county offices, 
services and governments. While this was seen as an important goal, the Steering 
Committee felt that other possible strategies for improving services and possibly 
lowering the cost of county government were equally important and more feasible. As a 
result, the cooperating counties agreed that the project would also examine: 
[J services to eliminate; 
[J services counties can share; 
[J services the state might be persuaded to perform; 
[J services that might be privatized; and 
[J services that should remain as they are. 
To address these goals, the project was designed to proceed along three "tracks." 
Track 1 focused on an analysis of the costs and savings which might be realized through 
the consolidation of certain elected offices in each county. Track 2 focused on identifying 
and prioritizing potential collaborative actions which might be undertaken by the County 
Boards working with each county's elected officials. Track 3 focused on opportunities 
for consolidation, collaboration and sharing of resources in the delivery of services in: 
corrections, emergency management, extension services, veteran's services, and weed 
control. These services generally are the direct responsibility of the elected county 
commissioners and supervisors. 
Multi-County Shared Services Project Pagel 
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The UNO Center for Public Affairs Research facilitated the work of the project. 
Separate reports summarize the work conducted under each of the project's tracks. This 
report presents the major findings and recommendations developed by the Multi-County 
Shared Services project Steering Committee. 
Discussion of County Government and County-State Government 
Relationships 
County Government Costs and Services 
One of the early questions asked by the county elected officials participating in 
this study process was why county government had been singled out by the Nebraska 
Unicameral for studies of consolidation. County officials feel they operate their units of 
government and services at the lowest possible cost. Furthermore, county officials feel 
they must constantly watch costs, services, and performance since their units are 
grassroots units close to the people who pay for the services. At the same time, county 
officials recognize that all governmental units must constantly examine and make efforts 
to improve services, while holding costs to a minimum. 
One of the exhibits prepared for the public hearings in each of the five 
participating counties dealt with property taxes. The exhibit consisted of a pie chart and 
supporting data detailing county government's share of the local property tax in each 
county (see Attachment l for the budget pies and supporting information). The county 
government share of the local property tax levy in the five counties ranged from a low of 
10 percent to a high of 15 percent. To achieve as much as a 5 percent reduction in a 
homeowner's property tax bill would require that county government expenses be cut by 
50 percent! With roads/streets and law enforcement/corrections consuming about one-
half of most county government budgets, achieving meaningful property tax reduction on 
the backs ofcounty government is an impossible task. In fact, the public hearings 
demonstrate that the public does not want property tax reduction if it means massive cuts 
in county government. Other sources of tax reliefmust be examined 
County-State Government Relationships 
Another question raised throughout the study process was why the Nebraska 
Unicameral regularly increases the number of mandates and requirements placed on 
county government. The net result is that counties and their elected and appointed 
officials have less and less freedom and discretion to tailor services and activities to meet 
the needs of county residents. With the devolution of responsibilities to lower and lower 
levels of government, perhaps it is time to recast the relationship of counties and state 
government. A dialogue on the role and functions of counties in the next millenium is 
needed. It is time to allow counties to move beyond the state's conception of them as 
mere administrative units for the state. 
Multi-County Shared Services Project Page2 
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Objectives and Activities of Each Study Track 
Track 1-Study of Consolidation 
The objective of Track I was to provide background information and conduct an analysis 
of the costs and savings that might be realized from consolidating the five counties' 
independently elected offices. Three consolidation "scenarios" were examined: a five 
county "metropolitan" merger of each office; an "urban" county merger (Douglas County 
and Sarpy County); and a "rural" county merger (Dodge County, Saunders County and 
Washington County). For each scenario, estimates of costs after merger were compared 
to current costs. Net savings or costs expressed as county property tax levies and as a 
percentage of the county property tax bill for a homeowner were also estimated. 
Original plans for Track I included the following offices in the study: Assessor, 
Clerk, Register of Deeds, Sheriff, Surveyor/Engineer, and Treasurer. Subsequent to the 
project's "kick-off" meeting and orientation for all county elected officials, department 
heads and staff in April, I997 the Sheriff, Surveyor/Engineer and Treasurer offices were 
dropped from Track 1. 
Discussions with the sheriffs indicated that a good deal of study had already taken 
place. In the case of the surveyor/ engineer position, it became apparent that the 
participating counties had diverse approaches to the handling of roads, engineering and 
surveyor duties. For example, Douglas County has an elected Engineer who has 
responsibilities for all road and street activities in the county. Washington County, on the 
other hand, has an appointed road superintendent and an elected surveyor. Finally, 
additional examination ofLB 1085 indicated that the Nebraska Unicameral did not intend 
to include the county treasurer's office in the required consolidation study. This resulted 
in trimming back the initial list of seven offices preferred for inclusion in the track to 
four. 
To compile data for Track 1, UNO mailed a set of data sheets on July 30, I997 to 
the Assessor, Clerk and Register of Deeds in each county. Completed data sheets were 
requested by August 18, 1997. On August 20, 1997 UNO asked Steering Committee 
members to call offices not yet returning their data sheets. Altogether, seven sets of data 
sheets (out of 15; 3 offices x 5 counties) were received. Just one office--Register of 
Deeds--had returns from all five counties. As a result, the Track 1 consolidation study 
and recommendations focus on this one office. 
The draft consolidation report was discussed during several meetings of the 
Steering Committee. The discussions included the participation of the Dodge County 
Register of Deeds, and consideration of written and/or telephone comments from the 
Washington County Clerk/Register of Deeds and the Saunders County Register of Deeds. 
Multi-County Shared Services Project Page3 
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Track 2-Identijication of Potential Collaborations, Resource Sharing, and 
Improvements in Operations Among Elected Ojficials 
The focus of Track 2 was on the identification of opportunities for collabomtion, 
resource sharing and improvements in county elected offices. To compile information, 
bminstorming sessious were planned by the Steering Committee. The sessions were to be 
facilitated by staff of the University of Nebraska at Omaha, Center for Public Affairs 
Research. Separate sessions would be held for County Assessors, Clerks, Registers of 
Deeds, and Treasurers. The purpose of the meetings would be to share ideas and 
suggestions for collaboration and resource sharing among the respective offices. 
Letters were sent to the elected officials June 26, 1997. The letter provided 
background on the purpose and date/time for the bminstorrning meetings. In addition, the 
letter asked the officials to give thought to the goal of exploring ways to stretch 
budgetary dollars and/or improve services through coopemtive efforts. To make the 
meetings productive, it was suggested that each official prepare 3-5 ideas in advance. 
Ideas for collaboration could range from "very theoretical," to "realistic," to "already 
proven." Time was scheduled for follow-up discussion to clarifY and develop 
information about obstacles and factors facilitating the realization of the ideas. 
Meetings for the different offices were scheduled on July 17 and 24, 1997 and 
confirmation of attendance was requested to be made through the Center for Public 
Affairs Research at UNO. Subsequent telephone follow-up revealed only two positive 
confirmations by July 15 for assessors and treasurers. 
As a result, telephone interviews were scheduled and conducted as an alternative 
method of collecting ideas and suggestions; in seveml instances officeholders preferred to 
submit thoughts in writing. Ideas from the officials were summarized in a draft report 
and faxed back to the respondents for their review, any additions and comments. The 
final step in Track 2 included Steering Committee review and prioritization of the 
elected officials' ideas and suggestions. 
Track 3-County Study Team Review of Opportunities for Consolidation and 
Collaboration 
Track 3 focused on identifYing opportunities for collabomtion and consolidation 
in the delivery of services that generally are the direct responsibility ofthe elected county 
Commissioners and Supervisors. The services included: 
1::1 Corrections; 
1::1 Emergency Management; 
1::1 Extension Services; 
1::1 Veteran's Services; and 
1::1 Weed Control. 
Multi-County Sfuuoed Services Project 
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In each area, a study team was developed. The study teams were made up of 10 
people (2 from each of the 5 counties) and were chaired by a member of the project 
Steering Committee. Members were drawn from the county boards, department heads, 
and staff working in the service areas. 
Each study team was asked to compile and review appropriate information on the 
current demand for services, organizational and staffing approaches used by the counties, 
service mix, and total costs/expenditures. After considering the current environment, 
structure and cost of service delivery, the study teams were to identifY opportunities for 
consolidation, collaboration and alternative approaches to delivering services. 
Work proceeded over the summer months. By late September, 1997 the study 
teams had completed their work and forwarded recommendations to the Steering 
Committee. As with Tracks 1 and 2, the Steering Committee reviewed, discussed and 
prioritized the recommendations for each service 
area. 
Findings and Recommendations For Consolidation and Sharing of 
Services 
Track 1 Findings 
The complete consolidation study conducted for Track 1 is contained in 
Attachment 2. An overview of the findings follows. 
Duties of the Register of Deeds 
a The Register of Deeds is responsible for recording documents and maintaining 
information regarding the legal status of real property in each county. 
a A number of instruments have been designated under Nebraska State law for 
filing with the Register of Deeds office. Among the instruments are: liens; plats 
and subdivisions; annexation agreements; condemnation orders; tax deeds; orders, 
resolutions and ordinances creating special taxing and improvement districts; and 
deeds and conveyances. 
a No significant variations in duties exist across the five participating counties. 
Current Register of Deeds Staffing, Revenues and Expenditures 
a More populous service areas (counties) are able to take advantage of economies 
of scale. The largest county, Douglas County, operates with one-half the 
employees per 10,000 population that Washington County (the smallest) operates 
with. 
a Per capita personnel expenditures are generally a function of population size, with 
the smaller counties tending to have higher per capita personnel expenditures. 
Multi-County Shared Services Project PageS 
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o Per capita revenues and total expenditures are less related to population size and 
appear to reflect other factors such as office staffing levels and personnel structure 
(which are a function, in part, of transaction levels). 
o The number ofRegister of Deeds employees per 10,000 population ranges from a 
low of .53 in Douglas County to a high of 1.12 in Washington County. 
o Per capita total expenditures range from a low of $1.99 in Douglas County to a 
high of$3.47 in Saunders County. 
o Per capita personnel expenditures range from a low of $1.73 in Douglas County to 
a high of$3.11 in Saunders County. 
o Per capita net revenues (total revenues less expenditures and remittance to state) 
ranged from a high of$2.77 in Sarpy County to a low of$0.60 in Saunders 
County. 
Consolidation Findings 
"Metropolitan" Five County Consolidation 
o Total expenditure for the Register ofDeeds office function would decline 
$315,100, a total of23.4 percent from the current level of$1,342,697. 
o The property tax required to support the Register of Deeds office functions 
would decline from the current five county average of $6.29 for a house 
assessed at $100,000 to $4.81. 
o The 23.5 percent reduction in the property tax required to support the Register 
of Deeds office provides a 0.46 percent reduction in the county property tax 
bill for the owner of a home valued at $100,000. 
Two County (Douglas and Sarpy County) "Urban" Consolidation 
o Total expenditure for the Register of Deeds office function would decline 
$179,471, a total of 15.8 percent from the current level of $1,138,808. 
o The property tax required to support the Register of Deeds office functions 
would decline from the current two county average of$6.18 for a honse 
assessed at $100,000 to $5.20. 
o The 15.9 percent reduction in the property tax required to support the Register 
of Deeds office provides a 0.29 percent reduction in the county property tax 
bill for the owner of a home valued at $100,000. 
Three County (Dodge, Saunders and Washington County) "Rural" Consolidation 
o Total expenditure for the Register of Deeds office function would decline 
$46,577, a total of22.8 percent from the current level of$203,889. 
Multi-County Sluuetl Serviees Project Page6 
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IJ The property tax required to support the Register of Deeds office functions 
would decline from the current three county average of$6.99 for a house 
assessed at $100,000 to $5.39. 
IJ The 22.9 percent reduction in the property tax required to support the Register 
of Deeds office provides a 0.51 percent reduction in the county property tax 
bill for the owner of a home valued at $100,000. 
Track 1 Recommendations 
Vision Statement 
While discussing the study findings, their implications, and other issues pertaining 
to consolidation, the Steering Committee developed a vision statement to guide their 
work and that of future follow-up activities by the five counties. The Steering 
Committee's vision is that: 
Our counties will be well-managed, responsive to citizens, and provide efficient and 
effective services. Tax payers desire lower cost government. Technology is making 
it possible to accomplish maey activities in new ways and at lower cost. Yet, our 
counties are organized on the basis ofpractices and technology available in the 
19th century. Our goal is to act consistent with these newer forces by advocating 
structural changes that facilitate achieving our vision. 
Recommendations 
Considerable discussion centered around the equity of only examining and 
fashioning recommendations for the Register of Deeds office. The Register ofDeeds 
office was the only office for which infonnation was provided by all five counties. 
Steering Committee members felt it was unfair that an office which was forthcoming 
with infonnation be made the center of attention in the discussion of potential property 
tax savings from office consolidation. At the same time, it was agreed that consolidation 
is an issue that requires starting with some office since the issues are so large. 
Furthennore, the Steering Committee recognized that the Track 1 study is only a starting 
point in a process that requires: (1) long-tenn discussion; (2) involvement of all parties; 
and (3) additional, more detailed research and infonnation gathering. 
Four recommendations were made as a result of the Track 1 consolidation study 
and discussion process: 
1. That representatives of the Douglas and Sarpy County boards work with the Registers 
of Deeds from the two counties to consider consolidating into a single Register of 
Deeds office. 
2. That representatives of the Dodge, Saunders and Washington County boards work 
with the Registers ofDeeds from the three counties to consider consolidating into a 
single Register of Deeds office. 
Multi-County Shared Services Project Page7 
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3. That each county board request their Assessor and Clerk office to work with the other 
counties to conduct consolidation studies similar to that completed for the Register of 
Deeds office. 
4. That the five counties meet severn! times during 1998 to examine and work toward 
structural change. 
Track 2 Reconunendations 
As indicated earlier, Track 2 relied on the efforts of county elected office holders 
(Assessor, Clerk, Register of Deeds and Treasurer) to identity opportunities for 
collabomtion, sharing of resources and improvements in office opemtions and services. 
The recommendations for each office are divided into three categories: 
o county actions (actions which can be undertaken by the counties on their own 
initiative); 
o privatization actions (actions which would reduce county reliance on their own 
employees for service delivery); and 
o state actions (actions which require legislative change by state government). 
Since no Clerks submitted ideas for collaborating or sharing resources, no 
recommendations are provided for this office. The complete report developed for Track 
2 is provided in Attachment 3. 
Treasurer 
State Actions 
I. Allow driver's licensing exams and issning oflicenses to be done from any county. 
2. Change renewal period for driver's licenses from current 4 to 5 years or longer. 
3. Extend life span of plates from current 3 to 5 years. 
4. Discontinue county-specific plates and allow renewal at any county office or via 
automation. 
5. Shift issuing driver's licenses to the state. 
Assessor Offices 
County Actions 
1. Share county appraisal staff and expertise. 
Privatization Actions 
l. Develop multi-county contmcts for private appraisal services. 
2. Contract county appraisal services. 
Mulfi..County Shared Services Project PageS 
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Register of Deeds 
County Actions 
1. Share staff with expertise in information management. 
Privatization Actions 
1. Allow direct access/purchase of records by users. 
State Actions 
1. Seek change in statutes that currently do not permit counties with more than 100,000 
population to charge for public records. 
Track 3 Reconunendations 
Recommendations were developed by study teams working in five areas: 
corrections, emergency management, extension services, veteran's services, and weed 
control. 
Corrections 
I. Establish interlocal agreements to share transportation of adult and juvenile offenders 
to youth treatment and rehabilitation centers and state prisons. 
2. Establish an annual or semi-annual training program for county corrections 
employees. 
3. Develop a joint legislative plan to address issues such as jail overcrowding and 
inmate medical co-payments. · 
Emergency Management 
1. Identify emergency management issues which might be accomplished at a regional 
level. Consideration should be given to planning, certain coordination activities, and 
other issues requiring specialized expertise which may be better supported by 
organizational forms facilitating pooling of resources and/or spreading costs across 
larger populations. 
Extension Services 
1. Establish a single Extension Program Unit to serve Douglas and Sarpy County. 
Continue local advisory boards to provide local program direction and guidance. 
2. Develop and implement uniform user fees in each county for Extension educational 
and training programs, facilities, satellite use, homeowner visits, specimen diagnosis, 
and consultations. 
Multi-County Shared Services Project Page9 
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Veteran's Services 
1. Recommend that the State ofNebraska assume responsibility for veteran's services 
functions currently handled by counties. 
Weed Control 
1. Reorganize weed control in the five counties. This can be accomplished through 
consolidation, by developing interlocal agreements, or by contracting for services. 
Results of Public Hearings 
As required by LB 1085, public hearings were held in each of the five counties 
participating in the Multi-County Shared Services Project (see Attachment 4 for dates, 
times and locations of the hearings). Each hearing lasted approximately 1 1/2 hours and 
opened with brief introductions of Steering Committee participants and recognition of 
other elected officials attending the hearing. Dr. Russell Smith then provided a brief 
introduction to the purpose of the hearing, LB I 085 and each county's services and share 
of the current property tax burden (Attachment 5 contains the format used for the 
hearings). Next, Dr. Smith reviewed the three study tracks and their draft 
recommendations (Attachment 6 presents copies of the overheads used for the 
presentation). The hearing concluded with public reaction and comment to the study 
process and recommendations (summaries of each public hearing are provided in 
Attachment 7). 
A final meeting of the Steering Committee was held after the public hearings 
were completed. During this meeting, members reviewed the hearing summaries and 
discussed other comments received from the public, elected officials and county 
employees. In addition to a general discussion ofthe hearings, the Steering Committee 
identified several major themes which emerged through the public hearing process. 
Major public hearing themes identified by the Steering Committee included the 
following: 
1:1 Residents of the counties generally like the current structure, operation and 
expenditures of county goverument. 
1:1 Residents are not sure the small budgetary savings--and the resulting small 
changes in property tax bills-are worth the possible loss of services and access to 
services. 
1:1 Citizens generally perceive county goverument as efficient and responsive. 
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.:~ Residents want local control. 
.:~ People want their local elected officials to have more flexibility and autonomy to 
determine how best to do things . 
.:~ To achieve a significant reduction in property tax payments for individual 
homeowners, county government budgets would have to be cut by 50 percent or 
more. Even at this level, the average property tax burden in the five participating 
counties would only be about 5-6 percent. 
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LEVY 
0.24292 
0.35101 
1.16690 
0.15610 
TAX LEVY INFORMATION 
Dodge County 1997 I 1998 
Total Tax Levy= 1.91693 
(City of Fremont Resident) 
OTHER 
SUBDIVISIONS DODGE COUNTY 
8.1% 
FREMONT PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS 
60.9% 
DODGE COUNTY 
SUBDIVISION 
CITY OF FREMONT 
FREMONT PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 
OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 
Lower Platte North Natural Resources District 
Metropolitan Community College 
Dodge County Agricultural Society 
Educational Service Unit #3 
CITY OF FREMONT 
18.3% 
%OF LEVY 
12.7 
18.3 
60.9 
8.1 
0.03953 
0.07703 
0.00653 
0.03301 
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TAX LEVY INFORMATION 
Douglas County 1996 /1997 
Total Tax Levy = 2.58730 
(City of Omaha Resident) 
OTHER 
DOUGLAS COUNTY 
10.3% 
OMAHA PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS 
59.0% 
LEVY SUBDIVISION 
0.26697 DOUGLAS COUNTY· 
0.57341 CITY OF OMAHA 
1.52575 OMAHA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
0.22117 OTHER SUBDIVIS10NS 
OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 
Public Building Commission 
Papio Natural Resources District 
Metro Community_ College 
Educational Service Unit 
MUD • Hydrant 
Metro Area Transit (MAT) 
CITY OF OMAHA 
22.2% 
%OF LEVY 
10.32 
22.16 
58.97 
8.55 
0.01307 
0.03251 
0.07750 
0.03344 
0.00987 
0.05478 
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WAHOO SCHOOL #39 
48.06% 
TAX LEVY INFORMATION 
Saunders County 1996/1997 
Total Tax Levy = 2.80426 
(City of Wahoo) 
OTHER 
SUBDIVISIONS 
AG SOCIETY 5.78% 
0.51% 
CITY OF WAHOO 
33.20% 
WAHOO AIRPORT 
AUTHORITY 
1.09% 
SAUNDERS COUNTY 
11.36% 
LEVY 
0.93090 
0.03053 
0.31853 
1.34775 
0.01429 
0.16226 
SUBDIVISION 
CITY OF WAHOO 
WAHOO AIRPORT AUTHORITY 
SAUNDERS COUNTY 
WAHOO SCHOOL #39 
AGSOCIETY 
OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 
OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 
0.03655 Educational Service Unit 
0.08400 Technical College 
0.04171 Lower Platte North NRD 
%OF LEVY 
33.20 
1.09 
11.36 
48.06 
0.51 
5.78 
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SARPY COUNTY, NEBRASKA 
1996 TAXES LEVIED 
CITY 11.2% 
NRD 1.3% 
SID'S 9.2% 
OTHER 1.4% 
COUNTY 14.7% 
METRO 3.1% 
FIRE 1.1% 
SCHOOL 
57.9% 
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
55.9% 
TAX LEVY INFORMATION 
Washington County 1996 /1997 
Total Tax Levy= 2.199038 
(City of Blair Resident) 
OTHER 
SUBDIVISIONS 
7.2% 
WASHINGTON 
COUNTY 
15.4% 
LEVY SUBDIVISION 
0.338770 WASHINGTON COUNTY 
0.472387 CITY OF BLAIR 
1.229700 PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
0.158181 OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 
OTHER SUBDIVISIONS 
Natural Resources District 
Metro Community College 
Educational Service Unit 
Airport Authority 
Agricultural Society 
Historical Society 
CITY OF BLAIR 
21.5% 
%OF LEVY 
15.4 
21.5 
55.9 
7.2 
0.032510 
0.077500 
0.029310 
0.010480 
0.005381 
0.003000 
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PREFACE 
This report examines the potential for achieving property tax savings by 
consolidating the Register of Deeds offices in Dodge, Douglas, Sarpy, Saunders and 
Washington Counties. Several considerations should be kept in mind as this information 
is reviewed. 
First, this report is intended to serve as a vehicle for discussion. By focusing on 
the Register of Deeds office, we do not mean to imply that this office is less efficient or 
effective than other county offices. Instead, our focus on the Register of Deeds office is a 
matter of convenience. Other county offices could have been examined. 
Second, the Register of Deeds office generates revenues for county government. 
During the baseline year for this study ( 1996), this office contributed almost $1.4 million 
in excess of costs for the five counties. As a result, any effort to consolidate this office 
must consider the impact of changes on the ability to provide services and maintain 
revenues at current levels. The bottom line is that while the Register of Deeds office 
does carry a cost to the property tax payer, the office generates revenues which help 
operate other functions of county government. 
Third, while this study estimates that the current costs of providing Register of 
Deeds services in the five counties could be reduced by approximately $315,100 from 
current levels, no effort is made to show how the expenses, revenues and staffing might 
be allocated across the five counties. While such estimates are not complicated to 
develop, they do require that decisions be made about which of several criteria might be 
used (e.g., population, Register of Deeds transactions). These decisions can best be made 
after discussion of the general costs and savings that might accrue from consolidation of 
this office. 
Fourth, the estimates developed in this report assume that the Register ofDeeds 
functions are carried out using current levels of technology found in the five counties. In 
reality, practices range from a heavy reliance on computerization and other technology 
(e.g., use ofscauners) in several counties to traditional paper and ledger book in several 
others. If consolidation of these offices moves forward in future years, it is highly likely 
that expenditures would need to be made to enhance the technology base of several of the 
counties. While this might reduce the projected savings in the short run, it may well 
increase savings in the long run by further reducing the personnel expenditures required 
to provide this service. 
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A fmal consideration which readers need to keep in mind is that current Nebraska 
laws governing the Register of Deeds offices does not place them each on the same 
footing. For example, only counties over 100,000 population may charge for remote 
access to Register ofDeeds documents. This requirement keeps smaller counties from 
upgrading their technology, particularly using the Internet as a medium for accessing 
county records. These and other legislative requirements will need to be examined and 
fine tuned to facilitate county innovation in the structure of this and. other offices. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This study of the potential costs and savings from consolidating county Register 
of Deeds offices was undertaken to fulfill the requirements ofLB1085. Passed in 1996, 
LB 1085 provided new, more specific language and procedures governing county 
consolidation and service cooperation. Coupled with the new language and procedures 
was a requirement that each county complete by January, 1998 a study of whether 
property taxes might be reduced through the consolidation of offices, services and/or 
county governments. 
Duties of the Register of Deeds 
• The Register of Deeds is responsible for recording documents and maintaining 
information regarding the legal status of real property in each county. 
• A number of instruments have been designated under Nebraska State law for 
filing with the Register of Deeds office. Among the instruments are: liens; plats 
and subdivisions; annexation agreements; condemnation orders; tax deeds; orders, 
resolutions and ordinances creating special taxing and improvement districts; and 
deeds and conveyances. 
• No significant variations in duties exist across the five participating counties. 
Current Register of Deeds Staffing, Revenues and Expenditures 
• More populous service areas (counties) are able to take advantage of economies 
of scale. The largest county, Douglas County, operates with one-halfthe 
employees per 10,000 population that Washington County (the smallest) operates 
with. 
• Per capita personnel expenditures are generally a function of population size, with 
the smaller counties tending to have higher per capita personnel expenditures. 
• Per capita revenues and total expenditures are less related to population size and 
appear to reflect other factors such as office staffing levels and personnel 
structure. 
• The number of Register of Deeds employees per 10,000 population ranges from a 
low of .53 in Douglas County to a high of 1.12 in Washington County. 
• Per capita total expenditures range from a lowof$1.99 in Douglas County to a 
high of$3.47 in Saunders County. 
• Per capita personnel expenditures range from a low of $1.73 in Douglas County to 
a high of $3.11 in Saunders County. 
• Per capita net revenues (total revenues less expenditures and remittance to state) 
ranged from a high of $2.77 in Sarpy County to a low of$0.60 in Saunders 
County. 
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Consolidation Findings 
Two County IDouglas and Sarpy County) "Urban" Consolidation 
• Total expenditure for the Register of Deeds office function would decline 
$179,471, a total of 15.8 percent from the current level of$1,138,808. 
• The property tax required to support the Register of Deeds office functions would 
decline from the current two county average of $6.18 for a house assessed at 
$100,000 to $5.20. 
• The 15.9 percent reduction in the property tax required to support the Register of 
Deeds office provides a 0.29 percent reduction in the county property tax bill for 
the owner of a home valued at $100,000. 
Three County IDodge, Saunders and Washington Countv) "Rural" 
Consolidation 
• Total expenditure for the Register of Deeds office function would decline 
$46,577, a total of22.8 percent from the current level of$203,889. 
• The property tax required to support the Register of Deeds office functions would 
decline from the current three county average of $6.99 for a house assessed at 
$100,000 to $5.39. 
• The 22.9 percent reduction in the property tax required to support the Register of 
Deeds office provides a 0.51 percent reduction in the county property tax bill for 
the owner of a home valued at $100,000. 
"Metropolitan" Five County Consolidation 
• Total expenditure for the Register of Deeds office function would decline 
$315,100, a total of23.4 percent from the current level of$1,342,697. 
• The property tax required to support the Register of Deeds office functions would 
decline from the current five county average of $6.29 for a house assessed at 
$100,000 to $4.81. 
• The 23.5 percent reduction in the property tax required to support the Register of 
Deeds office provides a 0.46 percent reduction in the county property tax bill for 
the owner of a home valued at $100,000. 
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Potential Costs and Savings from Consolidating 
Register of Deeds Offices 
Objectives of Track 1 
The objective of Track I is to provide background information and conduct an 
analysis of the costs and savings that might be realized from consolidating the five 
counties' independently elected offices. Three consolidation "scenarios" are examined: a 
"metropolitan" merger involving Dodge, Douglas, Sarpy, Saunders and Washington 
County; an "urban" county merger (Douglas County and Sarpy County); and a "rural" 
county merger (Dodge County, Saunders County and Washington County). For each 
scenario, estimates of costs and any net revenues for the office after merger are compared 
to current costs and net revenues. Net savings (or costs) expressed as county property 
taxes levies, and as a percentage of the county property tax bill for a homeowner are also 
estimated. 
Offices Included In The Analysis 
Original plans for Track I included the following offices: Assessor, Clerk, 
Register of Deeds, Sheriff, Surveyor/Engineer, and Treasurer. Subsequent to the project's 
"kick-off" orientation in April, I997 the Sheriff, Surveyor/Engineer and Treasurer offices 
were dropped from Track 1. 
Discussions with the sheriffs indicated that a good deal of study had already taken 
place. In the case of the surveyor/ engineer position, it became apparent that the 
participating counties had diverse approaches to the handling of roads, engineering and 
surveyor duties. For example, Douglas County has an elected Engineer who has 
responsibilities for all road and street activities in the county. Washington County, on the 
other hand, had an appointed road superintendent and an elected surveyor. Finally, 
additional examination ofLB I085 indicated that the Nebraska Unicameral probably did 
not intend to include the county treasurer's office in the reqnired consolidation study. 
This resulted in trimming back the initial list of seven offices preferred for inclusion in 
Track I to four offices. 
To compile data for Track 1, UNO mailed a set of data sheets on July 30, 1997 to 
the Assessor, Clerk and Register ofDeeds in each county. Completed data sheets were 
requested by August 18th. On August 20th, UNO asked Steering Committee members to 
call offices not yet returning their data sheets. Altogether, seven sets of data sheets (out 
of 15; 3 offices x 5 counties) were received. Just one office--Register of Deeds-had 
returns from all five counties. As a result, this report focuses on this one office. 
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Contents of the Report 
This report estimates costs and savings which might be realized from 
consolidating the Register of Deeds office and expresses them as property tax changes. 
First, the functions of the office are profiled. Second, the current structure and budgets of 
the five Register of Deeds offices are summarized. Next, three consolidation scenarios 
are presented. Each contains cost and savings estimates, as well as changes in the 
property taxes paid by homeowners profiled. 
Report Findings 
Primary Duties of the Register of Deeds Office 
The Register of Deeds is responsible for recording documents and maintaining 
information regarding the legal status of real property in each county. The principle 
duties of the Register of Deeds are enumerated under Nebraska Revised Statutes 23-1501 
through 23-1527 (Reissue 1991 ). In preparing for its LB 1085 analysis, Lancaster 
County summarized the main duties of the office:' 
1. Have the custody of and safely keep and preserve all books, records, maps, and 
papers kept or deposited in his or her office; 
2. Record or cause to be recorded all deeds, mortgages, instruments, handwritings 
presented for recording; 
3. Record all plats and subdivisions only after they have been approved by the 
appropriate governing body; 
4. Proofread all records presented for filing; 
5. Endorse upon every instrument properly filed the minute, hour, day, month and year 
when it was filed and then enter the instrument in the proper book. After the 
instrument has been recorded, the book and page or computer system reference shall 
be endorsed thereon; 
6. Pay to County Treasurer by the 15th day of each month all fees collected the previous 
month; 
7. Collect the tax levied against grantors for the filing of deeds (document stamp tax) 
and make recommendations to the State Tax Commissioner regarding claims from 
taxpayers for reimbursement of the tax on account of mistakes or clerical errors; and 
8. Assist the Assessor in the examination of Register of Deeds records and provide the 
Assessor with other information in his or her possession that will assist the 
assessment of property. 
A number of instruments have been designated under Nebraska State law for 
filing with the Register of Deeds office. Filing documents and instruments with the 
register of Deeds allows official notice regarding any legal actions which might affect the 
status of real property. Among the instruments filed with the Register of Deeds are the 
following: 
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• Liens (e.g., weed control expenses, construction liens) 
• Plats and subdivisions 
• Cemetery lot conveyances 
• Orders, resolutions, and ordinances of governing bodies creating special 
taxing or improvement districts 
• Annexation agreements 
• Condemnation orders 
• Documents to be filed pursuant to the rules of civil procedure (e.g., 
satisfactions of judgements, probate orders, appointment of agents) 
• Leases involving minerals, oil and gas 
• State highway vacation proceedings 
• Taxdeeds 
• Deeds and conveyances 
In recording documents and other information, the Register of Deeds may keep 
paper or computerized records. If a computerized system is not maintained, the Register 
of Deeds must keep separate books for each of the following: deeds and conveyances; 
mortgages; construction liens; miscellaneous records; federal liens; and fees. 
Variations In Duties Across The Participating Counties 
Each Register of Deeds was asked to review the sururnary developed by Lancaster 
County and indicate whether their office's duties differed Responses indicate no 
significant variations from the baseline summary provided above (see Attachment 3 for 
detail information on duties). 
Exceptions and/or additions noted by the five Register of Deeds included the 
following: 
• maintenance of both paper and computerized indexing systems; 
• provision of research assistance over the phone; 
• assistance with genealogy research; 
• copying of records for the public; and 
• provision of support services for other county offices (e.g., FAX machine). 
Cu"ent Register of Deeds Staffing, Revenues, and Expenditures 
Data Sources. As indicated earlier, forms were sent to each Register of Deeds for 
completion. Each office was asked to supply information for FY 1996. Because the 
Douglas County Register of Deeds was unable to complete the forms, the Douglas 
County Board's budget officer handled that work. In addition to personnel, revenue and 
expenditure data supplied by the Register of Deeds offices, this report uses population, 
assessed value, and levy information gathered from census and other county sources. 
The population and assessed value data are for 1995; tax levies used for comparison are 
for 1996. 
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While the data used in this report were supplied by each office and are understood 
to represent actual revenues or expenditures, in some cases estimates have been used. 
For example, employee benefits (FICA, retirement, health, vacation, holidays, and life 
insurance) are paid out of each county's general fund. Several counties supplied cost 
allocation reports developed by David M. Griffith and Associates. These detail full 
benefit costs attributable to the Register of Deeds office. • In other cases, costs for several 
benefit items were reported, with no supporting evidence such as the cost allocation 
report. One county provided no benefit information. When only partial or no benefit 
information was reported, benefits were computed at 22 percent of sala:ry and wages for 
reported positions in that office. 
It must also be noted that this study does not include the following types of costs: 
• Central data processing 
• Building use charges 
• Insurance 
• Equipment use charges 
• Buildings and grounds 
• Services supplied by other offices 
• Miscellaneous charges and fees 
Because such costs usually are not paid by any of the individual offices of county 
government, they are not included. At the same time, it is important for officials to 
remember that these costs are a part of the total expense of county government and 
should be considered as more detailed planning continues. In Washington County, these 
costs total approximately $60,000 for the Register of Deeds portion of the Clerk's office. 
In Douglas County these total $337,738 ($200,309 for central data processing) for the 
baseline year used in this report. If consolidation were accompanied by reductions in 
these expenditure categories, additional property tax savings could be expected in 
addition to those identified in this report. 
Staffing. Table 1 summarizes the staffmg, revenue and expenditure information 
for the Register ofDeeds office in each of the counties. Total staffing ranges from a low 
of2 in Saunders and Washington County to a high of23 in Douglas County. Figure 1 
standardizes this information by reporting the number of Register of Deeds employees 
per 10,000 population. As can be seen, levels range from a Iowof0.5 in Douglas County 
to a high of 1.12 in Washington County. 
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Table 1 
Register of Deeds Staffing, Revenues and Expenditures 
~ County 
+staff count does not include a part-time line. 
As already mentioned, Douglas County operates the largest Register of Deeds 
office among the five participating counties. The classification of the 23 employees 
found in the Douglas County Register of Deeds office, as well as those of the other 
counties is provided in Table 2. 
Revenues. Table 1 also displays revenue information for the five counties. As 
can be seen, each Register of Deeds office derives the preponderance of its revenues from 
recording and documentary stamp fees. All revenues produced by the recording activities 
of each Register of Deeds office are retained by the county. A portion of the 
documentary stamp fees, on the other hand, are remitted to Nebraska State gove=ent. 
Currently, just over 71 percent ofthese revenues are remitted to the state. The revenue 
rank order of the counties generally follows that found for staffmg. 
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Table 2 
Staffing Pattern for Register of Deeds Offices 
Fig. l Number of Register of Deeds Employees Per 
10,000 Population 
W ash in gton 
County 
Saunders 
County 
Dodge County 
Sarpy County 
Douglas County 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Employees Per 10,000 Population 
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Expenditures. The largest expense category for the offices is for personnel. This 
includes salaries/wages and benefits (see Table 1 ). In fact, personnel comprised 86 to 91 
percent of each county's total expenditures for the office. 
Net Revenues. The net revenue derived from the Register of Deeds offices in 
each county is summarized in the last row in Table 1. The high is just over $1 million for 
Douglas County and the low is $11,355 for Saunders County. To standardize this 
information, per capita net revenue figures for the five Register of Deeds offices are 
reported in Figure 2. As can be seen, Sarpy County's Register of Deeds office generates 
the highest net revenue per capita ($2.77). Next are Douglas County ($2.32) and 
Washington County ($1.94); Dodge County ($1.02) and Saunders County ($0.60) 
generate much lower levels of net revenue for their county government. 
Fig. 2 Per Capita Net Rewnues for Register of Deeds 
Offices 
Sarpy County 
Douglas County 
Washington 
County 
Dodge County 
Saunders County 
$0.00 $0,50 $1.00 . $1.50 $2.00 $2.50 $3.00 
Per Capita Net Rewnues 
Sununary. Discussions of consolidation typically Center around the greater 
efficiencies which can be attained by creating larger (population) jurisdictions. A 
relevant question, then, is whether the staffmg, revenue and expenditure data point to 
greater efficiencies on the part of Register ofDeeds offices in the larger counties? Table 
3 brings together the indicators that have been discussed thus far and can be used to shed 
light on this question. 
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Table 3 
Population Size and Comparative Indicators for Register of Deeds Office 
First, we can see that when it comes to the staffing indicator--employees per 
10,000 population--more populous counties are able to take advantage of economies of 
scale. Thus, the largest county--Douglas County--operates with one-half the employees 
per 10,000 that Washington County (the smallest) operates with. Second, population size 
is related to total expenditures per capita, but less strongly. If a linear relationship existed 
between population and total expenditures, Douglas County would have the lowest 
expenditure per capita and Washington County would have the highest. But, as can be 
seen in Table 2, Washington County performs better than would be expected on this 
indicator and Sarpy County performs somewhat worse. Third, per capita personnel 
expenditures are generally related to population size, with the smaller counties tending to 
have higher per capita personnel expenditures. The exception to this generalization is 
Sarpy County. Finally, per capita net revenues--the funds deposited in each county's 
treasury and in excess of expenditures for each office--increase with size. Here again, 
however, the relationship is not perfect, with Sarpy performing better than Douglas 
County, and Washington County performing better than both Dodge County and 
Saunders County. 
Overall, larger counties appear to be able to carry out the Register of Deeds 
functions at a lower cost and higher net revenue per capita than smaller counties. As with 
most relationships, however, the relationship between size and economic performance is 
not perfect. This certainly appears to be the case with Washington County which 
performs the Register of Deeds functions more efficiently than would be predicted from 
its population size. This is likely a function of the joint Clerk-Register of Deeds office.Z 
Consolidating Register of Deeds Offices 
To identify potential costs and savings and their effect on property taxes in each 
of the counties, three consolidation scenarios are examined: a five county "metropolitan" 
consolidation; an "urban" consolidation involving Douglas County and Sarpy County; 
and a "rural" consolidation involving Dodge County, Saunders County and Washington 
County. This section presents the findings for each scenario. 
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Several assumptions are common to all three scenarios: 
• There will be no major change in current levels of service demands. 
• Register of Deeds offices will be maintained in current or equivalent offices in 
each county. As a result, there will be no facility savings or cost increases. 
• Travel will be kept to a minimum, with FAX and e-mail/internet used as much 
as possible for communication and information sharing between satellite and 
central offices. 
• No transition costs are included; these require more detailed planning for 
implementation. 
Five County "Metropolitan" Consolidation. This section presents the results of 
the metropolitan consolidation portion of the study. 
I. Assumptions o[the Metropolitan Scenario. The metropolitan consolidation 
scenario assumes the following: 
• The current staffing pattern of Douglas County is utilized as a framework, 
with minor adjustments as noted in the analysis 
• Adj ustrnents in personnel costs will be made at the current salary paid to the 
Douglas County Register of Deeds and associated staff. Recorders for each 
county are paid at Sarpy County rates. 
2. Metropolitan Consolidation Scenario Results. Table 4 contains summary 
staffing, revenue and expenditure information. Since the consolidated office area 
contains a larger population, it was assumed that there would be a proportionate reduction 
in staffing due to additional economies of scale. It was thus necessary to develop a 
measure of the number ofRegister of Deeds employees per 10,000 population for the 
consolidated area. 
New staffing figures were developed as follows. First, the difference between 
Sarpy County and Douglas County in the number of Register of Deeds employees per 
10,000 population was computed (O.I9). Second, the difference in population between 
Sarpy County and Douglas County was computed (322,34I ). Third, the difference in 
population between Douglas County and the total for all five counties was computed 
(I83,293). Fourth, the ratio of the population differences was computed (0.56). Finally, 
this was multiplied with the difference in employees per 10,000 to yield a rate ofO.IO. 
This figure was subtracted from the current Douglas County rate of0.53. The resulting 
rate of0.43 Register ofDeeds employees per IO,OOO population was used to determine 
the number of employees for the consolidated metropolitan Register of Deeds office. 
As can be seen, approximately 27 employees would be required. This is a 
reduction of II from current levels for all five counties. Table 5 portrays how these 
might be allocated across the five counties under this scenario. The table also compares 
the consolidation staffing plan with current staffing assignments. 
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Table4 
Register of Deeds Staffmg, Revenues and Expenditures: 
Five County Metropolitan Scenario 
Revenues for 
Five Counties 753 
Based on the assumptions outlined above, revenues are estimated to be the same 
as current levels for the five counties. Total expenses are estimated to be $1,027,597. 
Included within this total are $862,898 for personnel (salary/wages and benefits@ 22%) 
and other expenses of$164,699 (the same as current levels for the five counties). Net 
revenues would be $1,714,754. This is an increase of$315,100 in net revenues for the 
five county area when compared to net revenues for the current structure (see Table 1) 
and would be available for reducing the property tax. 
What can we say about the "performance" of the consolidated office? Table 6 
contains summary information for the comparative indicators presented earlier (see Table 
2). As can be seen: 
• The number of employees per 10,000 population declines 30.6 percent from 
an average of .62 to .43; 
• Per capita total expenditures are reduced 32.5 percent from an average of 
$2.46 to $1.66; 
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• Per capita personnel expenditures are reduced 41.4 percent from an average of 
$2.39 to $1.40; and 
• Per capita net revenues increase 55.3 percent from an average of$1.79 to 
$2.78. 
Table 5 
Staffing Pattern for Register of Deeds: 
Metropolitan Consolidation Scenario 
Table 6 
Population Size and Comparative Indicators for Register ofDeeds 
Office: Metropolitan Consolidation Scenario 
3. Effect of Metropolitan Consolidation on Propertv Taxes. Under the current 
structure, the average property tax required to support the Register of Deeds offices for 
the five counties is $6.29 for a home with an assessed value of$100,000. Under the 
metropolitan consolidation scenario, the average property tax required to support the 
Register of Deeds offices for the five counties would be $4.81 on the same home. 
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Table 7 summarizes several items: (1) the average county levy for the five 
counties (expressed as a percentage of the total assessed); (2) the five county average 
property tax bill for a house valued at $100,000; (3) the average property tax savings 
from consolidating the Register of Deeds office; and ( 4) the average percent change this 
would produce in the county's share of property tax bill on a house assessed at 
$100,000. As can be seen in the last colunm of the table, consolidating the Register of 
Deeds office would result in approximately a one-half of one percent ( -0.46%) 
reduction in the county property tax on a home valued at $100,000 for property tax 
purposes. Overall, property tax payments to fund Register of Deeds offices in the five 
county area would decline approximately $315,100. 
Table 7 
Summary of Property Tax Changes from Consolidating 
Register of Deeds Offices: Metropolitan Scenario 
0.46% 
Two County "Urban" Consolidation. This section presents the results of the urban 
county consolidation portion of the study. 
I. Assumptions ofthe Urban Countv Scenario. The consolidation scenario 
assumes the following: 
• The current staffing pattern of Douglas County is utilized as a framework, 
with minor adjustments as noted in the analysis 
• Adjustments in personnel costs will be made at the current salary paid to the 
Douglas County Register ofDeeds and associated staff. Recorders for each 
county are paid at Sarpy County rates. 
2. Urban Consolidation Scenario Results. Table 8 contains summary staffing, 
revenue and expenditure information. Since the consolidated office area contains a larger 
population, it was assumed that there would be a proportionate reduction in staffing due 
to additional economies of scale. It was thus necessary to develop a measure of the 
number ofRegister of Deeds employees per 10,000 population for the consolidated area. 
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Table 8 
Register ofDeeds Staffing, Revenues and Expenditures: 
Urban Consolidation Scenario 
Net Revenues for 
Two Counties 
New Staffing figures were developed using the same approach outlined earlier 
with the metropolitan scenario. First, the difference between Sarpy County and Douglas 
County in the number of Register of Deeds employees per 10,000 population was 
computed (0.19). Second, the difference in population between Sarpy County and 
Douglas County was computed (322,341 ). Third, the difference in population between 
Douglas County and the total for both counties was computed (Ill ,806). Fourth, the 
ratio ofthe population differences was computed (0.346). Finally, this was multiplied 
with the difference in employees per 10,000 to yield a rate of0.07. This figure was 
subtracted from the current Douglas County rate of0.53. The resulting rate of0.46 
Register of Deeds employees per 10,000 population was used to determine the number of 
employees for the consolidated urban county Register of Deeds office. 
As can be seen, approximately 25 employees would be required. This is a 
reduction of 6 from current levels for the two county's Register of Deeds offices. Table 9 
portrays how the 25 employees might be allocated across the two counties under this 
scenario. The table also compares the consolidation staffing plan with current staffing 
assignments. 
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Three County "Rural" Consolidation. This section presents the results of the rural 
county consolidation portion of the study. 
I. Assumptions ofthe Rural County Scenario. The consolidation scenario 
assumes the following: 
• Staffmg will consist of a Register of Deeds, a deputy, a clerk and recorders. 
• Adjustments in personnel costs will be made at the current salary paid to the 
Dodge County Register of Deeds and at average salaries for the three counties 
for other positions. 
2. Rural Consolidation Scenario Results. Table 12 contains summary staffing, 
revenue and expenditure information. Since the consolidated office area contains a larger 
population, it was once again assumed there would be a proportionate reduction in 
staffing due to economies of scale. It was thus necessary to develop a measure of the 
number of Register of Deeds employees per 10,000 population for the consolidated area. 
Table 12 
Register of Deeds Staffmg, Revenues and Expenditures: 
Rural Consolidation Scenario 
Net Revenues for 
Three Counties 
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New Staffing figures were developed using the same approach outlined earlier for 
the metropolitan and urban scenarios. Since Dodge County is the largest of the rural 
counties and has the lowest number of personnel per 10,000 population, their staffmg 
ratio was used as the base for adjustment. First, the difference between Dodge County 
and Sarpy County (the next largest county of the five included in the study) in the number 
of Register of Deeds employees per 10,000 population was computed (0.14). Second, the 
difference in population between Dodge County and Sarpy County was computed 
(77,804). Third, the difference in population between Dodge County and the total for all 
three counties was computed (36, 765). Fourth, the ratio of the population differences 
was computed (0.47). Finally, this was multiplied with the difference in employees per 
10,000 to yield a rate of0.07. This figure was subtracted from the current Dodge County 
rate of0.86. The resulting rate of0.79 RegisterofDeeds employees per 10,000 
population was used to determine the number of employees for the consolidated urban 
county Register of Deeds office. 
As can be seen, approximately 5 employees would be required. This is a reduction 
of2 from current levels for the three county's Register ofDeeds offices. Table 13 
portrays how the 5 employees might be allocated across the three counties under this 
scenario. As shown, there would be a Register of Deeds, a Deputy, one clerk and two 
recorders. The table also compares the consolidation staffing plan with current staffing 
assignments. 
Table 13 
Staffmg Pattern for Register of Deeds: 
Rural Consolidation Scenario 
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Based on the assumptions outlined above, revenues are estimated to be the same 
as current levels for the three counties ($468,900). Total expenses are estimated to be 
$157,312. Included within this total are $137,672 for personnel (salary/wages and 
benefits@ 22%) and other expenses of$19,640 (also at current levels for the three 
counties). After remitting approximately $183,713 to the State ofNebraska and 
deducting expenses of $157,312, roughly $127,875 would be available to the three 
counties for deposit. This amount represents an increase of $46,577 when compared to 
current net revenues for the three counties. This amount ($46,577) is assumed to be 
available for property tax relief. 
Table 14 contains sununary information for the comparative indicators presented 
earlier for the current configuration and the rural scenario (see Tables 3, 6 and 10). As 
can be seen: 
• The number of employees per 10,000 population declines 18.6 percent from 
an average of .97 for the three counties to .79; 
• Per capita total expenditures are reduced 17.9 percent from an average of 
$2.68 to $2.20; 
• Per capita personnel expenditures are reduced 25.2 percent from an average of 
$2.58 to $1.93; and 
• Per capita net revenues increase 57.0 percent from $1.14 to $1.79. 
Table 14 
Population Size and Comparative Indicators for Register of Deeds 
Office: Rural Consolidation Scenario 
3. Effect of Rural Consolidation on ProperlY Taxes. Under the current structure, 
the average property tax required to support the Register of Deeds offices for the five 
counties is $6.99 for a home with an assessed value of$100,000. Under the rural 
consolidation scenario, the average property tax required to support the Register of Deeds 
offices for the three counties would be $5.39 on the same home valued at $100,000. 
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Table I5 summarizes the property tax changes presented earlier for the 
metropolitan and urban consolidation scenarios (see Tables 7 and II). The last column 
expresses the reduction in the property tax for the three county rural area as a percentage 
of current county taxes. As can be seen, consolidating the Register of Deeds offices into 
a single unit would result in approximately a 0.5I percent reduction in the average 
county property tax on a home valued at $IOO,OOO for property tax purposes. Overall, 
property tax payments to fund Register of Deeds offices in the three county area would 
decline approximately $46,577. 
Table I5 
Summary of Property Tax Changes from Consolidating 
Register of Deeds Offices: Rural Scenario 
.3148 $3I4.80 $1.60 
Comparison of the Three Consolidation Scenarios 
0.51% 
This section of the report compares the three scenarios to one another and with the 
current structure. Table 16 presents each county's total expenditures, net revenues 
(revenues less state remittance and total expenditures), and property tax required to fund 
the Register ofDeeds office under its current structure. As can be seen, the current 
property tax burden ranges from a low of$5.65 in Douglas County to a high of$8.73 in 
Sarpy County. 
Table I6 
Total Expenditures, Net Revenues and Required Property Tax 
for Current Register of Deeds Structure 
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As has been shown in previous sections, when the reduction of property taxes and 
cost of county government are considered, it is clear that each of the scenarios is able to 
provide spending reductions. This, in turn, can provide property tax relief. More detailed 
information on each county's share of expenses and revenues under the consolidation 
scenarios--and their ultimate property tax relief-can't be developed without more specific 
allocation criteria. 
Finally, it is important to ask which scenario provides the greatest property tax 
relief/ Table 17 summarizes the average property tax requirement to support the Register 
of Deeds office for each scenario, as well as the percentage reduction in the average 
county average property tax for the counties included in the scenario. As can be seen, the 
metropolitan consolidation scenario has the lowest property tax requirement. Yet, if one 
looks at the column summarizing the reduction in taxes, Douglas and Sarpy County will 
be better off under the metropolitan consolidation scenario, while Dodge, Saunders and 
Washington Counties will be better off under the rural scenario. 
Table 17 
Property Tax Requirements for Each Scenario 
1 
"Lancaster County Consolidation Committee Statutory Duties of Elected Officials," Lancaster County, no 
date. 
2 In a telephone conversation the Washington County Clerk indicated that the joint Clerk-Register of Deeds 
office is working at its maximum. Her goal is to encourage the establishment of a separate Register of 
Deeds office. 
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Multi-County Shared Services: 
A Response to LB 1085 
I. Overview 
As part of the task mandated by LB 1085, brainstorming sessions were planned by the 
steering committee of the five-county region, to be facilitated by the staff of the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha, for county assessors, clerks, registers of deeds, and treasurers. The purpose 
of the meetiJlgs was to share ideas and suggestions for collaboration and resource sharing among 
their respective offices. 
Letters were sent to the elected officials June 26 (see Appendix) asking them to give some 
thought to the goal of exploring ways to stretch budgetary dollars and/or improve services 
through cooperative efforts. To make the meetings productive, it was suggested that each official 
prepare 3-5 ideas in advance. Ideas for collaboration could range from "very theoretical" to 
"realistic" to "already proven" and time was scheduled for more discussion about obstacles and 
factors facilitating their realization. 
Meetings for the different offices were scheduled on July 17 and 24 and confirmation of 
attendance was requested to be made through the Center for Public Affairs Research at UNO. 
~ Subsequent telephone follow-up revealed only two positive confirmations by July 15 for both assessors and treasurers, and only one confirmation for clerks and two for registers by July 22. 
As a result, telephone interviews were scheduled and conducted as an alternative method 
of collecting ideas and suggestions; in several instances officeholders preferred to submit thoughts 
in writing. Ideas from the officials were sulilllllUiied in a draft report and faxed back to the 
respondents for their review and any additions or comments. 
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II. Executive Summary--County Treasurers 
The majority of ideas for collaboration and resource sharing cited by the responding 
treasurers, where a large measure of consensus seems to exist, were in relation to the following 
areas: 
I) Motor Vehicle Operating Permits 
2) Motor Vehicle License Plates/Tax Collection and Rc;)gistration Renewals 
3) Feasibility !Impact Studies of State Legislation Prior to Enactment 
4) County and Elected-Office Mergers 
These areas were identified by the treasurers as most meriting further exploration, 
development and detailed discussion among the elected officeholders, the steering committee, the 
county boards, and at the state level. Summaries of the main ideas, as presented by the treasurers 
in each county, follow in the next section of the report. 
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m. County Treasurers--Ideas for Collaboration/Resonrce Sharing 
Dodge County--Ms. June Mattson 
Motor Vehicle Operating Permits 
Collaboration and cooperation among counties should be explored to improve services 
with regard to obtaining motor vehicle operatingpennits. Currently, citizens can take 
examinations in any county, such as where they work, but then need to purchase the license and 
have their phot()graph taken in the counties where they reside. 
In Dodge County, examiners are available only on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays 
which creates great inconvenience and wasted time for the public. A regional site with one-stop 
shopping" for licenses would provide better service arid conserve resources for the people of 
Dodge, Cummi11g, Saunders, Colfax, and Washi11gton counties. 
(Note: Similar ideas were expressed by Mr. Rich James, Sarpy County and Mr. James 
Fauver, Saunders County and are summarized here also). Mr. James Sl!ggested that renewal times 
for licenses be extended to 5 years from the current 4 years. Extending the time frame would 
reduce his office's workload in this area by 20% during that 4~yearperiod1 meaning that the same 
number of employees could handle the increase in population and demand for licensing services. 
Currently, Sarpy County is experiencing an annual. growth rate of about 2%, resulting in 600-700 
additional pennits per year which must be processed. 
It was also noted by Mr. James that if a driver moves to another county and loses his/her 
license, he must return to his former county of residence to get a duplicate before procuring a new 
one. This process is unnecessary and wasteful for both the county and the taxpayer as the 
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information of record is available to all counties in the computerized records maintained by the 
Nebraska Department of Motor Vehicles. 
Furthermore, Mr. James indicated that a law change is needed to improve the efficency of 
the licensing process. Currently a driver must first stop at the state office of the Nebraska 
Department ofMotor Vehicles then go to the county treasurer's office to have the photograph 
taken and pay for the license. This system results in greater overall staff needs and wasted time 
and resources. Mr. James felt the state could assume all responsibilities for driver licensing more 
efficiently than the current system tied to the counties, or that at a minimum, all counties should 
be better integrated with the state system. 
It was also suggested that more licenses should be renewed by mail, perhaps only 
requiring a new photograph and eye test every other time. Also that a grace period of30-60 days 
be allowed for a non-test renewal. Currently if a person is only one day late, he/she must take 
unnecessary and time-consuming tests. 
Douglas County-Ms. Julie Haney 
Written comments concerning license plates, driver licensing and the need for the state 
legislature to get input and suggestions prior to enacting legislation which impacts the counties 
are as follows: [see inserted letter] 
5 
Douglas County Treasurer 
July 15, !997 
MR RUSSELL SMITH DIRECTOR 
Julie M. Haney 
Douglas County Treasurer 
1819 Farnam Street Suite H-03 
Omaha, NE 68183 
444-7082 
FAX: 444-6453 
CENTER FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
PETER KIEWIT CONFERENCE CENTER 
OMAHA NE 68182-0059 
Dear Russ, 
I apologize for not returning a reply to you sooner. I'm a little overwhelmed at the 
moment with trying to get two computer systems up and running simultaneously. We are under a 
strict time frame and my time is spent in one meeting after another. 
I first want you to know that I never "write anything off' and if time allowed, I would be 
more thim happy to participate in your discussion process. However, I feel that sitting in a 
discussion with my counterparts has a far less importance to the process of accountability and 
efficiency for government than what should be done to help the lowering of taxes and all that goes 
with it. 
The Legislature itself needs to start looking at the bigger picture of how the State itself 
could start improving efficiency and cutting out waste which in turn would then help the counties 
improve their cost efficiencies. 
I. Treasurer's have for the past few years tried to get the State to go to a 5 year license 
plate. No other state around prints plates for only three years at a time. Legislators 
have resisted this idea saying that several prisoners then would have no work and that 
they wouldn't be learning a skill for when they got out. Who prints plates in the 
outside world or even uses that type of equipment. The cost of re-design every year 
and the thousands of plates that are printed would be a huge cost savings to the 
taxpayers (who also feel this is a waste of money.) Their second argument is that they 
would lose revenue by people getting away with a longer period of time that they 
wouldn't register their vehicles. The treasurer's countered that with making stiffer 
penalties for the violators. 
2. The biggest complaint to treasurer's comes from the Driver's Licensing portion that 
the State is over. Not enough examiners cause long lines and hours of waiting. 
Treasurer's get blamed when we only take the pictures and issue the license. We have 
repeatedly asked that the State "beef up" their hiring in this area ... but service to the 
public is the farthest thing from the State's mind. 
3. Every year more regulations in Motor Vehicles are voted on by the Legislature with 
no thought ofthe cost that is passed to the counties nor the manpower it takes to get 
adhere to the new regs. To be efficient and cost saving, legislators should be 
contacting those being affected to get their input and suggestions. Millions of dollars 
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in this State are being lost to sloppy legislation that has no teeth and adds to the 
bureaucracy that currently exists. 
These are just a few of the situations th.at currently exist .... there are many more, but your 
eyes couldn't take that much strain. My point is that there is so much more to be done at the 
State level that could cure some of the waste in government that currently exists than at the 
county level. 
I am sorry that I won't be able to attend your meeting. Besides having an over abundance 
efwork here at the office, I am also in the process of moving and both are colliding like two run-
a-way trains. 
J.rllie M. Haney 
ouglas County Treasurer 
Sarpy County-Mr. Rich James 
Motor Vehicle License Plates 
Many cost savings and efficiencies could be realized by changing many of the practices 
regarding license plates. Moving from a 3-year to a 5-year plate (or even better to a permanent 
plate which would remain with the vehicle throughout it's lifetime) would result in great savings 
for the counties and taxpayers of the state. The currentpractice means that many plates are 
thrown away at the end of the 3-year period by the county offices as it is impossible to know 
precisely how many will be required. 
The current system of using county-specific plates is is also tremendously wasteful and 
costly compared to an alpha-numeric system. Concerns oflaw enforcment to be able to identify 
non-local drivers could be met using stickers similar to those used for renewals, although 
personalized plates in Nebrasksa already do not identify the county nor do plate systems in some 
other states. 
Moving to a non-county specific system could potentially allow owners to renew plates at 
any county office and taxes collected could be forwarded to the county of residence. It would 
also mean that plates would not have to be changed eveytime an owner moves to a different 
county. Such a system could also pave the way for the development and use of automated 
registration renewal machinces, similar to A TM devices used by banks for financial transactions. 
It would also make sense to promote more renewals by mail and to charge individuals the 
personalized plate or other handling fee if they request a specific plate number year after year. 
This practice/service is more costly to provide than that for the owner who accepts a random 
plate assignment. 
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Personal PropertyNehicle Tax CoUection and Registration Renewals 
In addition to the above changes, service provision would improve and personnel cost-
savings would result from having plate renewals spread out more evenly throughout the year. 
Currently, registrations are due in whatever month the vehicle is purchased; as most are purchased 
during May-August, this is a peak time when additional employees are required to handle 
renewals. 
An optional approach would distribute renewals more equally throughout the year by 
allowing them during the owner's birth month or in an alphabetized system based on the last name 
corresponding to a renewal in a particular month, thereby dividing the workload more evenly over 
12 months. 
County and Elected-Office Mergers 
The merging of certain counties, their governments and certain offices is inevitable if we 
really want to save taxpayer dollars. Some counties are actual!y serving smaller populations than 
they were 10 or 20 years ago, which means per capita costs for smaller counties are much greater. 
One study reveals that annual per capita costs for the treasurers in some rural counties are 
as high at $45 compared with our costs of $5 per capita in Sarpy County. Merging will allow for 
economies of scale and the non-duplication of personnnel costs, infrastructure, etc. 
Mergers are not appropriate for every county situtation, but the 93 counties we have 
seems excessive and not the most efficient way of doing the public's business. 
9 
Saunders County--Mr. James Fauver 
Written comments concerning the state legislature conducting impact and feasibility 
studies prior to enactment, meetil)g once every three years and limiting the number of bills that 
can be introduced; license plates and drivers' licenses; and an example of the necessity of the 
legislature to "clean-up old statutes" (inparticular 23-1601, subsection (4}, vs. 77-159 [relating to 
a Supreme Court case and its impact on treasurers' offices]) are as follows: [see inserted letters 
and attached documents] 
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July 9, 19g7 
Mr. Russell Smith 
Director 
Center for Public Affairs Research 
Peter Kiewit Conference Center 
Omaha, Nebraska 68182-0059 
Dear Mr. Smith, 
I am in receipt of your letter, dated July 8, 1997. 
Whether or not the County Treasurers are involved in the process does 
really matter to me, as I am concerned about the big picture in Nebraska. 
I am "not writing your meeting off, and I am not refusing to participate." 
It was my intention to try to be at the July 17th meeting. However, with 
my office bookkeeper being off for a number of weeks due to a workplace 
related injury and subsequent surgical procedures, and the Deputy having 
scheduled vacation time-off next week, it is now virtually impossible for 
me to be away from the office anytime next week. I am very sorry, but 
office procedures must be conducted and I feel it is my absolute obliga-
tion to be here during business hours, as the situation now dictates. 
If I may interject a few written comments, for your consideration, I would 
entertain the following: 
(1) That the Nebraska Legislature take more time to study legislative 
proposals, before they ever consider a vote by the full body, i.e. 1997's 
LB271. It is my understanding that an interim study will now be held in 
order to study the impact and feasibility of LB271. Isn't this like "putting 
the horse before the cart?" 
(2) That the Nebraska Legislature meet once every three years, limit the 
amount of bills each can introduce, and to also limit the amount of bills 
for passage by the entire legislative body. Wouldn't this save us all a lot 
of tax dollars each year? More tax dollars and time unwasted! 
PAGE2 
(3) That the Department of Motor Vehicles be required to hire additional 
driver license examiners. The current system, with nearly 75 examiners for 
the entire State of Nebraska is absolutely a dis-service to the public we all 
serve. 
(4) That the Legislature require license plates to be issued (new) once every 
five years. The 1976 Centennial Plates were used approximately eight years. 
Wouldn't it be logical to try to save taxpayers' money by issuing license 
plates for longer periods of time? 
(5) It is my opinion, after seeing many forms of gpvernment at work in our 
State of Nebraska, that the County form of government is probably the most 
efficient one around. Counties value property, levy taxes, collect taxes, and 
distribute tax collections to all governmental subdivisions who depend on 
those tax dollars in order to function-properly. Why then, do we keep hearing 
things out of Lincoln, and elsewhere, that county government is inefficient? 
This is simply not true. 
I want to thank you for your time and consideration of my personal views. 
I am once again very sorry that T will not be able to attend the July 17th meet-
mg. 
Respectfully subqritted, 
.unders County Treasurer 
P. 0. Box337 
Wahoo, Nebraska 68066-0337 
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July 18, 1997 
Mr. R. K. Piper 
Community Services Coordinator 
University ofNebraska··Omaha 
TELE: (402) 472-0754 
FAX (402) 472-6758 
Dear Mr. Piper, 
Please find with this fax transmission a copy of the letter containing the five 
items I consider to be of importance in the study dealing with "brainstonning 
amongst collllty officials," which I had sent to Mr. Russell Smith on July 9, 
1997. 
Along with the five points, that I have suggested for consideration, I would 
like you to include another item, which you and I visited about on the tele-
phone just recently. In the fax I just received from your office yesterday, it 
appears you have eluded to this additional itenl, i. e. "cleaning up old statues" 
(by the Legislature). 
P.2 
One in particular is 23-1601, subsection (4), vs. 77-1759. The City of Elkhorn 
recently won a Supreme Court Case, against the Douglas County Treasurer, 
due to these two conflicting statues. The question was in regard to the distri-
bution of funds by the County Treasurer. I am enclosing a copy of the dcci· 
sion for your review. Please note that the Supreme Court essentially says "it 
is really a problem to be resolved by the Legislature, and not the court." The 
way 77-17 59 reads they ruled in favor of the City of Elkhorn. 
Does anyone, with the exception of County Treasurers, understand the impact 
of distributing collections to governmental subdivisions on a weekly basis? In 
our county it would mean clos.ing out the books (on all political subdivisions) 
at the close of bllS:iness on Friday, completing the distribution process and 
payment checks sent out before the opening of business on Monday morning. 
This would have a detrimental (fiscal) impact on our taxpayers, as we would 
most likely have to retain at least two new employees to complete the distri-
bution process over the weekend. Or, we could pay a lot of overtime to our 
present office staff, if they would choose to work over the weekends. 
... . .. ··- -···- ....... ··--:::-=-"'-c= 
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Let's have the Legislature not only recind 77-1759, which was apparently 
designed for someother purpose in the beginning of time, but have them do 
a study to eliminate any problems like this that could surface in the future. 
Especially for those officials who must administer the statues. 
And to think some Legislators are critical of a county system that tries to 
conduct business in the most efficient manner possible. \\'here do most 
county fiscal problems begin? The wise forty nine!! They need to think 
before they act. 
REFER TO ITEM #2. 
I thank you for your time and consideration. 
Respectfully, . 
,... ~ ~ ( ,..... 
·-. . , r - . "M-<.rC:.· 
(1:: s L. Fauver . / ' ders County treasurer 
,_, . 0. Box 337 
Wahoo, Nebraska 68066-0337 
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§ 23·1601 
23-1G13. 
23-1613.01. 
23·1614. 
23--lols. 
Z3·l~lG. 
. COUNTY OOVERNMENT AND OFFICERS 
Coun\Y o!Cit:e examiners: ~ppointment; salarlu. 
Repealed. Laws 1959, c. 266, 11. 
Cn®ty office examinen: erpens:s. 
Repealod. Lawo 19117, c. 3ft, t 10. 
Caahif!r'' bonds; amo1,1nt. 
23.1601. County heasu¥ar; general dutlas. (1) ll shall be the duty 
of the county treHBUrer to receive all money belonging to the county, from 
what.•oever source derived, ~nd all other money which is by law directed 
to be ];J&id to him or her. All money received by him Ol"her for the use of 
Lhe c<lutlty shall be p~id out by him or her only on the wa:rranti issued by 
the county boat<! according to law, except wher" speeial provision for the 
l'ayment thereof is or shall be othe.-wise made by law. 
(2) The county treasurer shall prepa:re and file th<O required onnual 
inventoty statement of county personal property in his or her custody or 
posaeosion, as provided in soctions 23-346 to 23·350, 
(3) The county treasurer shall at the direction of the city or vlllage 
:nvest the bond fund money collected for each city or village located 
within each county. Such bond fund money shall be invested by the 
county tr~asurer and any lnvestnuont income shall accrue to the bond 
fund. The county treuurer shall notify the city or villaae when th~ bonds 
have been retired. 
(4) On or before the fifteenth day of each month. the county tre1111urer 
(a) shall pay to each city or village located within such county the amount 
of all f tinds collected or received for such city or village the previous calen-
dar month, Including bond fund money when requested by any city of the 
first class under section 16-731, and (b) on forms provided by the Auditor 
of Public Accounts ohalllnclude with payment, a statement lndic11tin1J the 
source of all such funds received or collected, and an accounting of any 
expense incurred in the rollection of ad valotem taxes, except that the 
Auditor o( Public Accounts shall, upon request of a eounty, approve the 
u~e and reproduction or a county's generalledser or other existing forms 
if sueh ledger or other forms clearly indicate the sources of all funds 
~oeeived or eollected and an accounting of any e><pen&es inCW'red iD the 
collection of ad valorem taxeo. 
Source: Laws 1879, § 91, p. 3'79; R.S.1913, § 5637; C.S.1922, § '964; 
C.S.l929, § 26-1301; Laws 1939, c. 28, § 14, p. 153; 
C.S.Supp.,1941, § 26·1301; R.S.l943, § 23·1601; Laws 1978, 
LB 847, § l; Law• 1983, LB 391, § 1. 
113·1 eo 1.0 1. Reoidaacy requirement. A county treasurer elected 
after November 1986 need not be a resident of the eouuty when he or ohe 
flies for election •• county treasurer, but a county treuuter shall reside In 
the county in which he or she hold• offiee. 
Source: Laws 1986, LB 812, § 5. 
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••• COLLEC1'10N O~TAXES § "·1761 
0,11,mly bonrd of l'qudlit.alion Is solo judge n11 
IQ when l'll't't'SHil)' lor l'Xall\inlltion nf act'OUnts of 
treMt1rcr cx!Bt.'l, l(.('nrrmy County v. Thltl~, J(i 
Ncb. 34, )9 N.W. 63'1. 
tJnnrd uf C..'q\11\ll~.iltlllll hll!! nutlwnly mul~·r liti:l 
SCC')Qn to l'fllllltly t'Un\pl'ICI11 rt'l'!illl\ hi I!M<InliTII' 
llii::C:uunt~ o/tf'(•i,l!lurm·. L1IW!i v JJ,ul,t\1 ('IWI\{\. [;! 
Nob. 631; !2 N.W. 114. ' 
77·1750. Coll~tion of taxet; settlement of county treasurer; a.\juthnenl 
with county clerk; order by county l>oard. In all cases when the adjustn1•nt 
Is made with the rounty clerk, the county board sh~ll. at tho first "~"'";"" 
tl1erenltor, examine such settlement and ii lowtd eomictshall el\l.r an urder 
to tho! elfe<t If any omissio" or error is found. the ooard shnll cause Llw 
snm~ to be corrected and a correct statement olthe facts in the ca~o i,>r-
warded to the Property Tax Administrator and othc'l' proper aulh<>rity or 
p0rson who shall correct ond adlu~t the !J·casurcl· 's· ncmunts nw>rd in!\IY. 
Source: Laws 1903, c. 73, § 175, p. 453; J<.$.1913, § (k'l03; CS.1'1Z2, 
§ 6031; C.S.1929, § 77·1936; R$.1943, § 77-1750; Lnws 1\1~5. 
LB 490, § 170 . 
71-1751 to 77·1758. R•pealed. Lawe1995, LB 490, § '195. 
77-1759. Colle<lion of taxes; report to and pay1nen1 ol to~es and sp•dal 
nuessn•entlo municipal corporation•; when requirrd. The counly treas-
urer sholl report and pay over the amount of tax and optclal assessmenlli due 
to towns, districts, cities, villages, corporations and persons, coll€clcd by 
him, when demanded by the proper authorities o•· persons . 
Sou<ee: Laws 1903, e. 13, § 183, p. 456; R.S.l913, § 6511; C$1'122, 
§ 6039; c.s.t929, § 77-t9«. 
ll i~~o th\'l,'tt,Jty ofcuunly ltl-'.311:Urertucnllet{tl\..:es-_ 
ond r~r I)VI;'r ru school diAtrict. City Nllt Blink_ v. 
Schnol Dlfit .. 121 Ne\1. 213,236 N.W, 616. 
Mumlunum W'illlil.• to cumpt•l ~:11\!lll\' ll't'<lNIIIW · 
l(l pay tu dly -h't!nsU•·~"' city ·li\Xt'll l'llll~·~·h•d h)~­
hhn. St,IC! v_ RCk'lcrh:~ ~3 Nl.'b. 505, 37 N W ,i. 
77·1760. Collection of 1100!1; failure to repofl and, pAy taxes coliC( Jed by 
county tre,asur~r; lUll on bond. If any county treasurer !ails to m'ake r~ports 
and payr11ento requirod by section 77-1759 for five dnys aft•r del\lnlld mndt• 
the proper authority or perso;;1 may bring IJUit upon his or he1· bontl. - -
Source: Laws 1903, c. 73. § 184, p. 456; R.S.'I913, § 6512; C.S.I922, 
§ 6040; C.S.1929, § 77·1945; R.S.1943, § 77-1760; Law• 1~95, 
LB 490, § 171. 
Hlc'f'tf'd cnunlV o((lclul!l mC! n!"llitod IP r,ivt" 
Jnd1\llchml olficL'I bond~. BlmkC!t bond (I :nnt 
~mffici~nt, ~ote v. CoiUlty ol Ada111c, 163 N~. 
40.,110 N.W.ld 179 • 
Nutkt to co~.mt)' bcacurcr I! lltU df!num"' (111 
district ITf1111utCC' rtquit'fd as con1U\ion pr««<cnt 
~~ fl~lt.fcn• rt!fUNi ,\1 ~.'h(ltll' lot..,n;. (~1\~·-N.II. !lout!.. 
v. School mst., J21 Nuli.·21J, 2:lh·N,W. {,f(,. 
9tnle tft.x(!s. in hand~ of<Uun.tv trC':I!!LHN. H lm<l 
WllhO"' fault ufcounty, ~I'll proj.,t"rlyof ~toto-, ond 
cuunty ill not linlM IC1 Rtllll!. L.mc.U~t\'~ (\liU11Y , .. 
?latc,14 Neb. 211,104 N.W. Hl'l, 1!17 N W. JH!t. 
77·1761. Colledloll of taxes; failu1e to report and pay \a)(eo oolloctod by 
(OUnty tre11surer; removal 1rom office. If any county treasu rel' fnHN tn 
account for and settle as required in sect!on· 77-"1?60, his office n1ay be 
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OPINION OF !HI!! SUpREME COuRT QF NEBRM!SA 
CA!fTIIIs 
State of Nsbruka ex rei. the City of 
.EII<hom, Nebraska, Appellant, 
. v. 
Julie M. Haney, Cougtas County Treasurer, AppePee. 
cuaoagpgn 
State ex rei. CilY of Ell<hom v. Haney 
Filaef JUjy 3. 1@87. Nq. S.RS-1112, 
Ap~llrom the Clatrlct Countor COuglu County. Richard J. Spelhman, .fudge., Reversed 
and reiTIIfldecl with cii!VQtiorls. · 
Malcolm 0. You~ and Jeff c. Miller, of Young • Wnitll, lor appellant. 
Jamee s. Jansen, Couglaa County Anomey, and John e. Hubsr for IFII'4tee. 
. . 
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STATE EX FIEL.. CITY OF EL.I(HORN V. HANEY 
NO. 5-95·1112 ·flied July 3, 1887, 
BOUO~ERLAWOFFICES~ 
1 . Mandamue: Proof. In a mandamull action, tl'le relator has the IMden of p 
olearty and conclusively that It ts entitled to the partioular thing the relator 
respondent !Illegally obligated to act. 
2. Statute•: Appeal and Error. Statutory Interpretation II a malter of law In con 
an appellate court haa an obligation to !UOh an independent, correct conclusion 1 
determination made by the CCIII't below. 
3. Mandamu•. To warrant tile ilsuance of a peremptory writ of mandllll 
perfarmancs or a duty bY apubftc cfflolal, (1) the dutv muat be lmpc~ea by law, (2) 
extat at the time the writ is applied for, and (3) the dutv must ba clear, Mand 
enforce parformanca of a mandatory mlnlatarlal act or dutv and Is net available 
dlacre\len. 
40244:P.81 0 i# 2 
to compel the 
,e duty must still 
Ltl 1111 only to 
control judicial 
4, statutes: Appeal and Error. In tha absence of anything to the contrary, stattory lanauaga is 
to be gtvan Ita plain and ordinary meaning; an appelfate court Will not resort t Interpretation to . 
asoertain the meaning cf atatutoay ~rde which ara plain, Cllrcct, and unarnblgu e .. 
5, Statutes, lnqulay into the legislative hiltoay requlraa that teglalation be openlfcr oonsll'ucllon. 
A. statute Is open for conetruction when the language use~:! raqulres Interpretation ct may reaaonabiY 
be ccneldered ambiguoue. 
e. -· In the absence of clear legislative intent, a ce~nstNo~r:m of a statute wt not be adoJ'ted 
which has !he effeGt of mlllifying or repealing another statute. 
1. _ It ia not within the PfO\IInce of a court to read a meaning into a statute lh~t Ia not there. or 
to read anything direct and ~n out of a statute. 
e._. Statutaa relaUng to thasema subject matterwllll:la constMd ac u to mflntain a sensible 
and conlililllnt scheme and eo that affect is given to eveay prolllaion. · 
e. Taxation: PU"'Ic Offlcera and Emplgyeea. Tl'le plain language ot Neb. Fl....l Stat. 1 77·1759 (RIIl&BUa18tl8) autl'lottzea a tuinliJ authority to malea dii!Tl8l'ld for payment of itiitd. revenues which 
have been coUtcted by tt:Je oountv treaaurer. 
"' "'" ~ ..... , • n•1•• ., ..... , ....... ft •• -· -
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WHITE, C.J., CAPOAALE, WRIGHT, CONNOLLY, GERRAIIC, STEPHAN, and M(J)ORIMCK, JJ. 
STEPHAN, J. 
Thl8 Is an action by the City of El!(hom, NebruQ., for a wrl1 of mandamu 
M. Haney, the duly electect treasurer of Douglas County, Nebraaka (Treasl.l~. to comply with 
·Eikhom'a demand for weekly remi11ance cl taxes and assessrnenl& levlad bY El rn and collactecl 
by the Treasurer. The dlatrlct ccurt fer .Douglu County denied Elkhorn's re uest for a writ of 
miU"'damus. and Elkhorn appealed, Sec:au$11 we find that ll'le Ttoasurer hu n t complied witn a 
clear legal duly Imposed by Neb, Aev. Sial.§ 77-171;9 (Relaaua 1 Qlls), we reve , and remand to 
the cliatrlct oourt with lnstrlictians to ilsu11 a peremptory writ of mandamus. 
FACT$ 
Elkhorn Is a city of the SIICOnd Cl888, IOO&tod In Douglas CoUnlY. A8 frt of her official 
duties, the Treaaurer collects taxea and aaaeaam11nts levied by !lkhom and othe 11111111 a11thorltles 
in Dou;laa County, These ooUectione are maintained In separate acccunta, witn I rec11,pts entered 
In a •cash book.' · 
On or abo11t February 20, 1 985,1ha maygr of Elkhorn sent a letter to the asurer. in which 
he stated: • 
Pursuant to Neb. Flev, Stat.[§ '7'?'·1'759), please report and p~ier all taxaa ancl 
aaeeaements due to tne City of Elkhom oolloctad bY you on ttle Monday reach week. 
In the evant the amount ccllactlld and ~ld by you doea not equ I One Thouaana 
Colla111 ($1,000.00) on a MondaY, thts reQUest ancl damanct may be 1'05lp ned until !he next 
Monday or until tl'l8 amount equals One Tnouund Colla111 (51 ,000.00). 
Sec:tion 7?'·1759 provides: 'The county treuurer shall report and pay over the mount of t1111 and 
special••~~aaaments due to towne, diGtrfcts, l;itiM, VIllages, oorporallone and per ens, collected by 
him, When demanded by the proper authcrltlsa or persona. • . 
On February 24, 1EUil5, the Treasurer aent a letter to Elkhorn rwfuslng demand. In her 
let'ler, the Treasurer stated 111atl 77·1159 'must be read in a broader cont I beginning with 
77·1751 m, aeg which pertains to ttlll ccllac:Uo~ of '&tate property taxes' whic;:h aa you know, no 
longer axist9 [sic] and, therefore dcaa not apply to the dlstl'lbutlcn Of local pro arty taxes.' Tne 
Trauurer further stated that the 'distribution cr local property t1111a1 and my duU to distribute the 
same aro found In 23·1 601 (4) of the NebrasQ. Revlaacl htutae.• Neb, Rev. tat. i 23•1601 (4) 
(Reissue 1&91) proVidal in pertinent part: 'On or b11foro the fifteenth d~of 11ach onlh, the counly 
troaaurar (a) shall pay to each city or village located Wllhln suCh ccunly the a ount of all funds 
colleotacl or received for such citY or village tile p~avious cB.Iar'idar month • , , The Trea•urar 
concluded that ehe had lully ccmplied with this llatutory requirement and would so In the Mure. 
Ellcl'lcrn cornmenetCIII'IIa actiol'lln 1l'le Cliitrict court for Douglas County n Aprll14, 1995. 
In the ~ativa amended petition flfed June 20, Elkho.m allegecllta demand for eldy payment of 
we collectlona and the Treuurer'a refusal to complv wltl'l that damand. El rn prayed for a 
peremptory wrft of mandamus requiring the Treasul'8,r to comp!ywlth Elkhom'a emand pursuant 
to i 77·1769. In her answer, the Treasurer asserted N same aetenaea ut fO in ner February 
24 letter. eummerlzed abo\11. 
On ,11.11y 2'1', 1 981, Elkhcm flied a motion Wl\tlaccompanyi~ affidavit ualtlng that the 
dl8tllct court Issue a peremptory writ of mandamus ccrnpellinll the Treasurer to y to l!!lknom the 
lunda collected by the Treuum on behalf of Elk!:lom, A neetlng WAll held on .JU 31, during whlGh 
the district court recelv.d In evidence tilt legialatlv. history of 10'78 Neb. Lawt, B. 847, purauant 
to the Treasurer'• offer. On Augusta, Ell¢lorn nllld a aecona motion, requaati that the dlatrlct 
ccurt Issue a JOervmptory Wri1 or an alternative wrltwlth an order to the TI'HIIurar ahow cause aa 
to wh)f the writ should ngt be laauld. At a aeoond hearing on Au;uat a, the partll ltlpula.ted to the 
material facta Wl'llcn are summarized abevt. 
On Septemcer 2 I, I 895, the district court iallllad an order denying f!lkh n'e request for a 
peremptory writ Of mandamus or for an alternative writ of mandamus. In Ita an lyala, tha dlstrlet 
court agreed wlll'llhe Treuurar'e contention that her duty to remit taxae and aaa aments to cltiaa 
of the eecond clau wu dliltarmlnld solely by 123>1601(4), wtllc;:h required au pa~ta on a 
monlhl!f tlaala, and thB.tan.l'lad no cMv to make more freQI.Ient IHIYIYI8nll'on d nd. The district 
ccurt. thaRI!fore, denied lila requ,eated writ Of rnanclamu•. 
_ j __ ·····-"" .. ---··· ' ' ' .,. 1 ........ - .. j'~-· ..... _' --.. 
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Elkhorn perfeoted a timely appeal to the Nebraaka Court of Appeals. 
authority to regulate the Clocke!s of me court of Appeals and this court. we trans 
to our docket. I 
ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR 
Elkhorn contends the! 1110 dlatr!ct court erred in 1) denying the lstu 
mandamus compelling the Treasurer to pay over the amount of !exec and special 
Elkhom in complienc11 wllh ita demand end (2) d!amlaalng t~a amencled P' 
mandamue. · 
SOOF'E OF FIEVIEW 
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u rsuant to our 
rred the appeal 
;e of a wrtt of 
'aasamer:rtt due 
itlon for writ of 
· In a msndamua action, the relalllr hu the burden of proof and muat ~ow clearly lind 
c;oneluslvely !hat It Is entitied to the particular thing the relator &aka and that the 11111 ondent Is le;ally 
obligated to aet Stllt.IJt "'· Wai-Mart v, Kortum, 251 Neb. 805, 559 N.W .2d 498 1 997); State ex 
1'81. Firs Tier &nk v. Mullen, 248 Neb. 384, 534 N.W ,2d 575 (1995); State ex rat. s •rsr v. Mad/awl 
Oty, Oomrtt., 247 Nab. 384, 527 N.W.ad 515 (1995), 
Statutory Interpretation is a matter of law In connectlcm wlth Which an ap~te court has an 
obligation to reaon an lndapendant, oorr~~ct.conoluaicn Irrespective of the data 'nation made by 
the court below. Moore v, Eggera Consufflng Oo., ante p. 396, 562 N.W .Zd 534 ( 997); t.oup City 
Pub. SQh. v. NeiWikB &:lept. of l'iev., 4flle p. 367,662 N.W.2d 551 (1997); Me polltsn Utlllt/H 
Dlst. v. Ba/ka,anlflp.172, 1160 N.W.2d 795 (1997). 
. ANALYSIS 
To warrant the Issuance ola peremptory writ of mandamus to compel th~erlormanoe ol 
a duty by a publiC OIIICIAI, (1) !he dut)l must be lmp~:~~aa by law, (2) ttle duty must 811 exlat at the dme 
the writ Is appUad for, and (3) the dUlY muet be clear. Mandamus !ita only to en1c performance 
of a mandatory ministerial act or duty and Ia not available to control judicial dla r.tlcn. Kl)lfUm, 
supra; Mullen, IUPta: State ex rei. 0,./ghton Unlv. v. H/clt.man. 245 Neb. 247, 12 N.W .2d 374 (1S94), . . . 
The only Jssue bafora usia whalher the Truaurer has a clear legal duty ndar 5 77-1769 
to remit rex collections to Elkhom pursuant to its demand. Flesolution of !hi lasue reC)uir~~s 
appllcallon ol wan-aatabllshed standards of atatuiGry construction. In the absen of anything to 
the contrary, ata:tutory language Is to be given ITs plain and ordinary meaning; an a petlate court will 
not reaert to Interpretation to ucartaln the meaning of statutory word& which are lain, direot. and 
unambiguous. lnrtt Estate of Muohsmore, ants p. 119;580 N.W.2d 477 (19&7); s orectn SeM. 
v. Rloh, 251 Nab. 474,558 N.W.2d 2;5 (1997); MlltnorfaJ Hasp. of1Jot1111 Cly, v. Iter, 251 Neb. 
G27, 557 N.W.2d 21 (1&911). Inquiry intQ the leglslallve hlatcry requires that legis on be cpan tor 
construction. A statute Is open fOr ccnstn.lctlon Whan lha language uaad reqUires n~t~rpr.tation or 
may reaaonably ba conaidaraCI ambig~o~~a. OtMIIa PutJ. Powtr ater. v. N TSJictl Dept. "' 
Revenue, 248 Nab. S1 8, 1137 N .W .2d 31 Z (1 895): St.ta V; Melt:her, .240 Nab. 592, 83 N.W .2d S40 
(19112). we find thallt1guage of§ 77·17691c be plain, direct, and unambiguo sand therefore 
determine !hat It is not open for construolfon. · 
The T,.aaurar contandl that t 77-17511 applln to tha distribution of atata p party taxes and 
!hat becauca atate property !IlleS are no longer collectad In tha state of Nebraska § 77·17511 doee 
not apply. wa Clingree. It Is tr1.1e that Neb. Flev. Stat. §177-1751 through 77·175 (Relssue18110) 
dealt with the collac:llan of elate ]:II'Q~ taxes by oounty tru.urers end the re lttanoe of those 
laXee ro 111a aline treasury, and it is 1110 Ifill that these Statutes were 111paaled by es Neb. L.awe, 
L.B. 490, f 1 GS, operative January 1, 1998. Howawr, there are two fatal flaws I the Treasurer's 
argument regardln; the affect of this repaal. First, the plain language of t 71 75111 makaa no 
reference Ill alate pi'QI)erty taxn, but deafa inltaad with an entirely different GubJe ma\ter: twqes) 
and spacial assessments due to towne, dl&trlcts, cmea, \llllages, coi!)Oratlons an persons• which 
are collected by the county treasurer. second; f 77·1759 wa• not repeal~. Th a, the repeal ol 
§§.77·1751 !hrough 77•17581111 no relevance to lhe lteue presented In ttlla ca • 
The TreaaurBr inaiall th&t she i$ not governed by i 77·1758, but b t 23-1801(4). 
Therafara, her pt1nclpal contention, adopted by the district court, Ia that II'IIIUIIY tlofled her legal 
duty under i 23•1SOH4) by remitting !axea to Elkhom on a monthly bO.eie, aa pi'Qvldec:l In 
·2· 
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§ 23·1601(4). The Treasurer arguea tl'lat when§ 23-1801(-4) was enacted in 
1978, the LeglslaiUre alao repealed Nab. Rev. Stat. § 17·705 (Fielstii.IS 1977), lch provided: 
Ths treuurer of the ccuntv shill pay over on demand to tha treas ref of any city of 
the aacond olus or village all money received by him arising from taxeale ieel belonging to 
&IJCh city or village, togetherwlth.all men&)! collected t1s a tax on dogs from 'dents of such 
corpQratlon, tor the uee of the general tuner therein. It ahalf be the d ty of the county 
treasurer In making such remittance to specify what part thereof It derlv fn;Jm allocation 
of gas tax· and what part from other eou~WS. . 
The Treuur.rconlends that the rvpeal Qf §17·705 and the lmplamenta11 
reflect an Intent tl'lat county treasurara ba required to remit taxee ~:oileeled for ci 
claes on a monthly basia lnSiead of "CCn demand.' Further, the Treasurer 
§ 17·705 removed the authority of a city of the second class to demand 
pureuant to § 77·1759. In contrast, Elkhorn arguaa that the repeal of § 17· os eliminated a 
redundancy with § 77-1759 and that§ 23-11101 (4) merely establl~es tile milllmu frequency with 
which treasurers must remit tax collection~~~ to c111es of the eecond elan If no manl'.l 
frequent I'Gmlttance Is mads pur~uant to 177·1759. We agree that tile repeal of 1 7-
remove the authority of a city of the second class to demand payment under § 17 759 
language of§ 77·1 75Urovldes !bat lht county treasurer shafl pay ever the amou t of Iii 
when damandec:l by the proper authorities or porte~ne. Oiearly, tile mayer of Elkt1o • wh 
demand on tl'la Treasurer in this caaa, -was the proper authority to make said de d. 
It Is unneCBBMIY for ua to attempt to determine why the Legislature did 
when It enacted § 23•1601 (4); ~Is sufficient to note that it dld.not. The question 
§§ 77·17611 and 23·.1601(4) In diametric eonfllct With each other, so that the 
statute nullities the other? In !he absence of clear legisiaUve Intent, a 
not be-adopted Which haalha affect of nulll!yinll or repaalln; another atat~o~le. . . • 
Parl. v. Gsot.chnlc.afS.tW., 230 Neb, 22,430 N.W.2d 34 (1988). Wa conCIUdlll I§§ 
and 77·1759 c:an be mel so as to 1:11ve afflet to the plain language of each. Sa !on 
ra(luire.a coi.Jnty trauurer• to remit tax ccllectlone to cttiea of tht 11eoond cia c 
regardless of wnelher !he~~~~ have demandod remittence. S.ctl01177·17511 g~ a 
of demanding remittance more frequently than once a mgnth If It wishes to do so 
The rreuurera contenllon that her duty to remit tax col'-ctlons to citiee of e second 
Is derived exclusively from § 23·1 1101(4) would essentially require us to disregard 77-1-- · 
we cannot do.· II ill not within the provln~:e ol a court to read a meaning into as tute 1 
th~We, or to read anything direct and plain out of a statute. VI/lags of WinmrJe v. Je 
851, 553 N.W ,2d 478 (1996); N~!Uka Ufs & Healtlllns. iiuar. Assn. v. Oob 
631 N.W.2d 217 (1995): 01//arrJ Oept Stoi'H v. Polinsky, 247 Nab. 821, --- .... 
Statutes relating to the same subject matter will be oonetruacl eo as to 
consistent IIChema and eo tllat e~ iG giVen to every provlalon. See, In 
Natl. 19, 49' N.W.2d 166 (1&92); Bau v. Ccuntyofs.J/ne, 1?'1 Nab. 53B, 
Gillin; effect to evtiY prcll!slon In the relevant statutes, we llncl that the pllln llngUEI!e 
authorizes a taxing authority to make demand tor payment of Its tax revenues 
c:oller;tec~ by tht county treasurer. 
In st.r. v. Roaal'fok, 23 Neb. sos, G'T N.W. n (1BB8), lhls courr l!lld tnaindtr 
lin;ua;e aimflar to t n•175B, a eounty treasurer had a legal duty to remit tax due _ • . 
demand and that compliance with this duty could be enforced by a writ of manda • There Is n< 
baais on the twCOrd llafora ue to depart from thla proceclant. In the abaanoa of a blgulty, coutt 
1 muat giVe effaot to statutes u they are written. If the Treuurer feela &jlgrleved tnla outcomli 
: ~75~w1:.~ ~t~1J;'l:i~-~-~. ~· ~c'.E_qJ/~~0.~- : .. -. - -
!. /''~ · We, therefore, r.veraalhe Jua;ment of thl dlatllct ccurt Tor Douglas CO\Inty~d 
, r · cause with directions to iaaue a peremptory Writ of mandamue requiring -
···~--
1 I oollecllcn~~~ which she holds tor Elkllom on a wsekty basta, In c~mpllat:\e& 
.. ' ', ! mads on FGI:Iruary 20, 1 1111&, pureuant to the Treasurer'& legal duty under i . . r· .. 
'i·-._ A~c ~D F!E!MANDIID TH DIIIU!CTICINS. ! ............. ~ ·-·-·~·-· ,_,_.._..-·-·----~------·y ---. ... ____ ·-·--- ,.._ ........ -~- .. · 
-3-
·.--·-,· __ ............ ':- .. ··· ·-·i ·-.-~· .... "'' ............ . .. -- ' ... . 
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Washington Connty-Ms. Kay Irwin 
Written comments concerning license plates, changing statutes relating to the collection 
and distribution of taxes and drivers' licenses are as follows: [see inserted letter] 
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JLL 18 ''3? 09:52 CPAR lliO C402l595-2366 
WASHINGTON COUNTY TREASURER 
P.O. BOX 348 BLAIR, NEBRASKA 68008 
PHONE (402)426·6888 
FAX (402)426-6880 
P.l/1 
KAY ERWIN 
COUNTY TREASURER 
jANICE MILLER 
DEPUTY COUNTY TREASURER 
JULY 16, 1997 
R. K. PIPER 
COMMUNITY SERVICES COORDINATOR 
CENTER FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS RESEARCH 
PETER KIEWIT CONFERENCE CENTER 
OMAHA NE 68182-0059 
DEAR MR. PIPER: 
I FOUND IT EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO LIST ANY SERVICES THAT COULD BE 
COORDINATED WITH OTHER COUNTIES. 
AS YOU KNOW MOTOR VEHICLES LICENSING MUST BE ISSUED THRU THE COUNTY 
OF REStDENCE. OUR CURRENt' SYSTEM DESIGNATES THE COUNTY NUMBER·. OUR 
ASSOCIATION HAS SUGGESTED CHANGING THE SYSTEM TO 3LETTERS & 3 Nv~BERS. 
AS WELL AS ISSUING ONE PLATE ONLY. OUR LEGISLATURE WILL NOT SUPPORT US 
ON THIS ISSUE. EXTENDING THE LICENSE ISSUANCE PERIOD TO 5 YEARS FROM 
3 YEARS WOULD HELP THE EXPENSE. THIS SEEMS TO BE AREA THAT THE STATE 
COULD CUT COSTS. 
COLLECTION OF TAXES AND DISTRIBUTION ARE A LARGE SERVICE CONDUCTED 
BY OUR OFFICE. FUNDS ARE COLLECTED FROM MANY DIFFERENT AREAS AND 
DISTRIBUTED TO EACH ENTITITY. MANY CHANGES WOULD HAVE TO BE MADE IN 
OUR STATUE TO ENABLE COMBINING COUNTY SERVICES. 
ONE AREA THAT CAN AND IS TO EVENTUALLY BE I'S:?·:THE:.:ISSUANCE OF';A DRillERS 
LICENSE. PROJECTED COMPLETION FOR THIS IS IN 1999 OR 2000 THRU. 
DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLE. AT THAT TIME AN INDIVIDUAL WOULD BE ABLE 
TO APPLY AND RECEIVE A LICENSE IN ANY EXAMINERS STATION' IN NEBRASKA. 
I'M SORRY I AM UNABLE TO MAKE ANY CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGBST10NS. MY UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE ORIGINAL BILL THE TREASURER'S OFFICE WAS NOT·RECOMMENDED FOR 
COMBINING SERVICES DUE TO THE COMPLEXITY OF THEIR WORK. 
'"'""" """o " ____ ... -- · ·;fifi7.-~v~ ~ ..... -... ..... 4 DATE: .. DING, ~ __ ..... · . ·.. P~l~. · ... ---- .• . THIS P-.I I --·- .. , ___ ~- . - ;1/dtJ.fJJ{ -'4?'5 I I • TO: V J! pj 'j}~r . . . PHONE f: I f).f) . c b ~75$ Fi>X N. . .. KAY J. ERWIN FAX t: · · 4.?i) -
"} ·.; 
IV. Executive Summary--County Assessors 
The ml\iority of ideas for collaboration and resource sharing cited by the responding 
assessors, where a large measure of consensus seems to exist, were in relation to the following l 
areas: 
I) Standardize assessor software 
2) Share appraiser services 
3) Consolidate school districts 
4) Re-organize elected office functions 
These areas were identified by the assessors as most meriting further exploration, 
development and detailed discussion among the elected officeholders, the steering committee, the 
county boards, and at the state level. Summaries of the main ideas, as presented by the assessors 
in each county, follow in the next section of the report. 
l 
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V. County Assessors--Ideas for Collaboration/Resource Sharing 
Dodge County--Ms. Kathy Reeves (Acting Assessor) 
Did not respond 
Douglas County--Mr. Frank Bemis 
Written comments concerning standardizing assessor software, sharing appraisers, re-
organizing elected office functions and consolidating school districts are as follows: [see inserted 
letter] 
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JUL-21-1997 10:45 
July 21, 1997 
DOUCiLRS COUHTY ASSESSOR 4024443973 P.02 
FRANli W. BEMIS 
DOUGLAS COUNTY ASSESSOR 
Omaha-Douglas Civic Center. 18th & Farnam Stree~ 
Omaha, N<:braska 68183·0004 
(402) 444-7060 
FAX (402) 444-3973 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: R. K. Piper, Community Servic;e5 Coordinator 
Department of Criminal Justice 
University of Nebraska at Omaha 
FROM: 
Frank W. llemis, Douglas County Assessor 
SUBJECT: Draft Report LB 1085 
I am in receipt of your draft response to LB 1085. I am in favor of all four areas 
being taken into serious consideration, as listed in the draft under N. Executive 
Summary--County Assessors. In particular, consolidating school districts would 
not only save taxpayers an enormous amount of money, but would be a lot 
easier on Clerks, Treasurers and Assessors as they could streamline their efforts. 
If there is anything further you would like me to comment on, please feel free to 
contact me at (402)444-7074. 
FWB/js 
TOTAL P.02 , ~c 
l 
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Sarpy County--Mr. Lowell Iske 
Standardize Assessor Software 
The area where collaboration among counties would yield the greatest benefit would be in 
the standardization of computer software used by assessors. The state should select one or two 
vendors as suppliers of computer software and all the counties should use the same basic 
programs and practices. 
This would mean training efforts could be standardized and shared and counties could 
consult each other and the state when problems or difficulties are encountered. 
(These sentiments were strongly seconded by Ms. Sidney Penke, Washington County, 
who noted that Idaho has had excellent results where each county is required to use the same 
software). 
Consolidate School Districts 
Many problems could be eliminated and savings would result by consolidating many · 
school districts into larger ones. Sarpy county has 6 high school districts with different levies and 
policies which unnecessarily complicate the assessement process and the assessor's duties. 
Taxpayers would also see savings as the number of individual superintendents, boards, and 
support staff are reduced. Certain districts also cross over into other counties and this creates 
problems and costly complications. 
27 
Re-organize Office Functions 
In many cases the functions of one office may be better and more logically handled by 
another office or level of government. In Sarpy and Douglas counties for example, motor vehicle 
assessments were transferred to the treasurers' offices to improve processing efficiency. 
While "turf issues" may exist based on traditional modes of operating, these should not 
stand in the way of improved service provision and efficiency. Rather, we should be creative and 
unrestricted in how we "re-invent government" where it is appropriate. 
Saunders County--Ms. Betty Patzloff 
Share Appraiser Services 
Counties would greatly benefit by being able to share the services of appraisers. For 
example, establish a network where the appraiser in one county could consult with the specialized 
appraiser of another county to draw on their expertise with regards to a particular type of 
property. That is, to see what other appraisers had on comparable commercial, residential, 
industrial, or agricultural properties, for example, or to acutally use the appraiser from another 
county to make certain appraisals. 
Ms. Patzlofffelt that Saunders county would benefit by being able to draw on the 
appraisal expertise that exists elsewhere, as in Douglas county for example. She felt this would 
result in better service provision in her office and more efficient use of resources during peak 
periods of activity when their appraisal staff is over-extended. 
(Mr. Lowell Iske, Sarpy County, agreed, noting that moving to private contractors, to 
some extent or totally, may be the way to_go and that doing assessments in alternating years 
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would save taxpayer dollars and allow assessors to more readily share appraisers). 
Washington County--Ms. Sidney Penke 
See comments on standardized software--Sarpy County 
29 
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VI. Executive Summary--County Clerks 
No ideas and suggestions had been received at the time this report was written. 
Vll. County Clerks--Ideas for Collaboration/Resource Sharing 
Douglas County--Mr. Thomas Cavanaugh 
Did not respond. 
Dodge County--Mr. Fred Mytty 
Ideas and suggestions forthcoming. 
Sarpy County--Ms. Debra Houghtaling 
Unable to confirm attendance; possible conflict. No response to telephone and fax 
requests for input. 
Saunders County--Ms. Patti Lindgren 
Unable to attend. No response to telephone and fax requests for input. 
Washington County--Ms. Charlotte Peterson 
Unable to attend. No response to telephone and fax requests for input. 
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Vlll. Executive Summary-County Registers of Deeds 
The majority of ideas for collaboration and resource sharing cited by the responding 
registers of deeds, were in relation to the following areas: 
1) Meetings to improve communications and understanding with county boards, share 
technology and service provision methods 
2) Share computer programmers and other specialists 
3) Standardize forms and zoning ordinances 
4) Consolidate tax lien function at state level 
These areas were identified by the registers as most meriting further exploration, 
development and detailed discussion among the elected officeholders, the steering committee, the 
county boards, and at the state level. Summaries of the main ideas, as presented by the registers 
in each county, follow in the next section of the report. 
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IX. County Registers of Deeds--Ideas for Collaboration/Resource Sharing 
Dodge Connty--Ms. Carol Givens 
Share Computer Programmers for Internet Access/Change Technology Statutes 
While there have been many improvements in efficiency and service provsion in her office 
within the past several years, owing to the use of new technology, even more progress can be 
made. Knowledgeable programmers are needed to systematize the coding of documents when 
filed, to facilitate the use of internet technology for remote access by users. Each user (title 
companies, lenders, attorney's, etc.) would be given a password to access public information 
directly, thus improving service while reducing the need for personnel to handle as many requests. 
The use of electronic document scanning and other technology has already reduced the 
operating budget by 30% by not having to microfilm or make individual paper copies of the 
recordings. Having clients fax requests to the office and then sending a fax response, rather than 
taking telephone requests and making photocopies for clients has reduced the burden on staff 
and resulted in savings. Additional savitlgs could be made b_y allowing back-up copies to be 
stored in CD-ROM or disk format with the state, rather than in paper copy or microfilm as is now 
required by statute. Currently the statutes require that she unnecessarily print an alphabetical 
back-up report that no one really uses or looks at. 
Consolidate Tax Lien Function at the State Level 
Ms. Givens recommends that the state assume the function of recording tax liens in a 
centralized location. Currently the state sends state and federal lien notifications to several 
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counties where an individual is thought to own property, these are recorded and forwarded to the 
clerk who types them in the state computer. It would be more efficient to have the state type 
them in directly using a centralized state lien software program and leave the registers and clerks 
out of this particular loop. 
Intracounty Equipment Sharing/Floating Office Manager and Specialists 
Currently each deaprtment and elected office purchases and maintains its own copiers and 
printers for example. It is possible to wire many of them so they can be shared, which would 
result in cost savings. 
Counties, offices and departments should also be able to share the expertise of "floating" 
but institutionalized, permanent, full-time programmers, accountants, office managers, and public 
relations/media specialists. At present the offices and jurisdictions are totally independent by 
statute, so there may need to be changes in the laws to allow such cooperation and sharing. 
Douglas County--Mr. Richard Takechi 
Standardization of Forms and Zoning Rules 
Mr. T akechi agreed that there are advantages in and greater opportunities coming for the 
public to access records directly, although there are obstacles to improving the process. The 
registering process is different between counties and deeds offices are very unique. Farms and 
formats used need to be standardized to facilitate more automation and this should be coordinated 
and interfaced with the state. Many people misunderstand the office and think that it is entirely 
automated already, but it is not. 
33 
Counties and townships have their own zoning rules and ordinances and standardization 
must occur in this area and with respect to legal descriptions, before more coordination, 
cooperation, and streamlining can occur. Counties have also historically handled their recordings 
in different ways which presents additional difficulties due to the uniqueness of the process and 
procedures in each county. The farther one has to trace a property back into time, the more 
unique and difficult the process; tracing back into history has been more constant for treasurer 
records, for example, than for registers of deeds. Thus retrieval is still a problem and obstacle 
with respect to greater automation, especially in cases which require considerable direct 
interfacing between staff and the public; this is necessary more often than people expect. 
Standardization offorms andprocedures will be difficult to accomplish however, as 
witnessed by the wide variety offorms that are used in different states and counties across the 
country. Forms come in a great variety of sizes, information and scannitJg formats, bar code 
patterns, etc. Efforts at standardization should first be made at the state level, in a cooperative 
effort with all counties, if improvements are to be made in this area. 
Sarpy County--Mr. Lloyd Dowding 
Improve Communications Between County Boards and Elected Offices/Support Meetings 
to Encourage Technology Sharing 
Mr. Dowding suggested that greater understanding should replace the oftentimes 
adversarial relationship that seems to exist between county boards and elected offices. He 
indicated that I 0 years ago there was an effort to develop a standardized software for use among 
all counties, but that many boards would not support the effort or share the costs. Thus, each 
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register has been on his/her own trying to find a way to accomplish their duties most efficiently, as 
generally laid out by the state in four pages of statutes. Some boards have been willing to fund 
the latest in technology and training, others have not, and this has resulted in as many different 
practices and procedures existing as there are counties. 
Mr. Dowding felt that standardization and coordination of efforts would have resulted in 
reductions in equipment and training costs at that time. As most have already purchased and 
developed their own automated systems and technology at this point however, he is not sure there 
exists an overriding need for standardized systems at this point; as counties do not have to access 
the records of other counties. 
Mr. Dowding would like to see better communication and understanding between the 
boards and the registers. This could best be facilitated by institutionalizing meetings for 
supervisors to learn more about exactly what registers' offices do and how they do it. Boards 
should also officially encourage and financially sup_port very inexpensive meetings which could be 
held for registers to share ideas about operations, procedures and service provision improvements, 
new technol()gies coming down the road, and statutory obstacles to pr()gress. 
One such existing obstacle is a state statute which holds that only counties with 
populations over 100,000 can charge to access public records. As a result, smaller counties have 
not been able to afford to purchase, operate or maintain available remote accessing technologies 
and therefore such services are not available there. 
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Saunders County-Mr. Don Clark 
Technology Sharing 
Mr. Clark gave examples of the many technology changes (scanning, CD-ROM, fax 
responses, etc.) that have occurred within the past ten years that he believes alreadly make his 
office very efficient. He and a programmer wrote the software themselves for $4,000 and 
purchased a hardware system for $5,500, with which he is very satisfied. The software has also 
subsequently been obtained by Washington county, which is an example of the type of 
cooperation and communication which is taking place. 
Mr. Clark feels that in the not too distant future, people will be able to access information 
directly in his county and that this may be an opportunity for more such cooperative efforts and 
technology sharing. He also echoed Mr. Dowding's sentiments that 10 years ago agreement could 
not be reached among the county boards with regard toprocuring and developing standardized 
programs, so each county pursued its own path. At this point he could see no real reason for 
standardization as he never needs to access another county's records, altho11gh requirements for 
remote accessing might result in some similarities that would be shared by all systems. 
Mr. Clark also felt that consolidation of register's offices m~,ty only make sense in western 
counties, for example, where there may be only one or two recordings per month. However, in 
these areas the distances people would have to drive to a regional site would then also become a 
consideration. 
Washington County--Ms. Charlotte Peterson 
Unable to attend meeting. Did not respond to telephone and fax requests for input. 
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Mr. Frank Bemis 
County Assessor, Douglas County 
Civic Center, 1819 Farnam 
Omaha, NE 68183 
Mr. Richard Takechi 
County Register ofDeeds, Douglas County 
Civic Center, 1819 Farnain 
Omaha, NE 68183 
Ms. Betty Johnson 
County Assessor, Dodge County 
435 North Park 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ms. Carol Givens 
County Register ofDeeds, Dodge County 
43 5 North Park 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Mr. Lowell Iske 
County Assessor, Sarpy County 
1210 Golden Gate Drive 
Papillion, NE 68046 
Mr. Lloyd Dowding 
County Register ofDeeds, Sarpy County 
1210 Golden Gate Drive 
Papillion, NE 68046 
Ms. Betty Patzloff 
County Assessor, Saunders County 
5th & Chestnut 
Wahoo,NE 68066 
Mr. Thomas Cavanaugh 
County Clerk, Douglas County 
Civic Center, 1819 Farnam 
Omaha, NE 68183 
Ms. Julie Haney 
County Treasurer, Douglas County 
Civic Center, 1819 Farnam 
Omaha, NE 68183 
Mr. Fred Mytty 
County Clerk, Dodge County 
435 North Park 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ms. June Mattson 
County Treasurer, Dodge County 
P.O. Box999 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ms. Debra Houghtaling 
County Clerk, Sarpy County 
1210 Golden Gate Drive 
Papillion, NE 68046 
Mr. Rich James 
County Treasurer, Sarpy County 
1210 Golden Gate Drive 
Papillion, NE 68046 
Ms. Patti Lindgren 
County Clerk, Saunders County 
P.O. Box61 
Wahoo, NE 68066 
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Mr .. Don Clark 
County Register ofDeeds, Saunders County 
P.O. Box 184 
Wahoo, NE 68066 
Ms. Sidney Penke 
County Assessor, Washington County 
1555 Colfax Street 
Blair, NE 680082094 
Ms. Kay Erwin 
County Treasurer, Washington County 
P.O. Box348 
Blair, NE 68008 
Mr. James Fauver 
County Treasurer, Saunders County 
P.O.Box337 
Wahoo, NE 68066 
Ms. Charlotte Petersen 
- -
County Register ofDeeds, Washington County 
P.O. Box466 
Blair, NE 68008 
Ms. Charlotte Petersen 
County Clerk, Washington County 
P.O. Box466 
Blair, NE 68008 
.. -
June 26, 1997 
University of 
Nebraska at 
Omaha 
Mr. Frank Bemis 
County Assessor 
Douglas County 
Civic Center, 1819 Farnam 
Omaha, NE68183 
Dear Mr. Bemis: 
Center for Public Affairs Research 
Peter Kiewit Conference Center 
Omaha, Nebraska 68182-0059 
(402) 595-2311 
fli 
As part of the task mandated by LB 1085 (see June 16, 1997, letter and background materials from Dr. 
Russell Smith), brainstorming sessions have been planned by the steering committee for county assessors, 
clerks, registers of deeds, and treasurers, to share ideas and suggestions for collaboration and resource 
sharing among the five counties in the region. The meeting schedule is below. All meetings will be held at 
the Elkhorn Public Library, 100 Reading Road, Elkhorn. A map is enclosed for your convenience. 
Office 
County Assessors 
County Treasurers 
County Clerks 
County Registers of Deeds 
Date 
July 17 
July 17 
July 24 
July 24 
Time 
10:00 a.m. 
2:00p.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
2:00p.m. 
Please give some thought to the goal of exploring ways to stretch budgetary dollars and/or improve services 
through cooperation with offices in other counties. For example, some have suggested that corrections 
officers in the five coimties share prisoner transportation duties to save man hours, fuel and equipment 
costs. 
To provide a structure for thought and discussion on this topic, we will be using a process of identifying 
and categorizing ideas at this meeting, and then determining priorities for follow- up. To make the meeting 
productive, I recommend your preparing 3 to 5 ideas in advance for discussion. 
At this point, we are still in the idea-development stage, so thoughts can be anywhere on a spectrum from 
"very theoretical" to "realistic" to "already proven" ways to collaborate. Once the ideas have been 
outlined, time will be provided for more discussion about obstacles and factors facilitating their realization. 
Please confirm your attendance with Melanie Hayes or Joyce Carson at the Center for Public Affairs 
Research, (402) 595-2311, and do not hesitate to contact me, Dr. Russell Smith or members of the steering 
committee if you have questions. 
?It'~· 
R.K. Piper, Community Services Coordinator 
RK:mah/enclosure 
University of Nebraska at Omaha University of Nebra.ska Medical Center University of Nebraska-Uncoln University of Nebraska at Kearney 
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Elkhorn City Library 
Bess Johnson Public Library 
Cedar Street and Reading Road 
Elkhorn, Nebraska 
289-4367 
131, 
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University of 
Nebraska at 
Omaha 
July 8, 1997 
Ms. Julie Haney 
County Treasurer 
Douglas County 
Civic Center, 1819 Farnam 
Omaha, NE 68183 
Dear Ms. Haney: 
Center for Public Affairs Research 
Peter Kiewit Conference Center 
Omaha, Nebraska 68182·0059 
(402) 595·2311 
COPY 
About ten days ago you received a letter from my office about your participation in the 
Multi-County Shared Services Project. While the County Treasurer's office will not be 
included in the consolidation portion of this pro]ect, I am hoping you will be interested in 
joining with your counterpart Treasurers to discuss opportunities for collaborating and 
sharing resources in providing services. 
I understand that your office has an extensive set of services and state required activities. 
I also understand that while each of the counties is somewhat different you do provide a 
number of common services. As a result, I want to encourage you to sit down with one 
another and with our group facilitator, Mr. R.K. Piper, to discuss ways that you might 
share resources and collaborate. 
Please do not write off this meeting and refuse to participate. 
By working together and within the overall project you will make it possible for the 
project's Steering Committee and the five participating County Boards to better 
understand the areas in which they might help you achieve your office's goals for 
collaboration and resource sharing. You will also be: (I) helping develop information on 
shared services opportunities that can be taken to the public via public hearings later this 
fall; and (2) helping identify state legislative changes that might be required to facilitate 
cooperation between county treasurers to share resources and collaborate. 
The brainstorming meeting for County Treasurers is scheduled for 2:00p.m., July 17, at 
the Elkhorn Public Library. 
Don't hesitate to call me at 554-3188 if you have questions. 
Sincerely 
~~ 
Russell Smith 
Director 
cc: Steering Committee members and staff; R.K. Piper · 
University of Nebraska at Omaha University of Nebraska Medical Center University of Nebraska-uncoln University of Nebraska at Kearney 
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TO: County Treasurers 
FROM: R.K. Piper, Community Services Coordi 
RE: Draft Report LB 1085 
Dear Treasurer, 
July 18, 1997 
// .. ,{ 
.. /·' 
--A-, I ~ 
Criminal Justice 
Annex 37 
Omaha, Nebraska 68182-0149 
(402) 554-2610 
1100 Neihardt 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0630 
(402) 472-3677 
Enclosed is a draft copy of the Track 2 summarized comments received from the elected officials 
in the five-county region regarding potentials for collaboration and resource sharing. 
A final version of this report will be presented to the steering committe August 1, 1997. 
Please reveiw this draft and fax any additions, comments or revisions to me by July 21, 1997 at 
(402) 472-6758 or call me at (402) 472-0754. Thank you for your help and participation. 
University of Nebraska at Omaha University of Nebraska Medical· Center University of Nebraska-LinC?oln University of Nebraska at Kearney 
University of 
Nebraska at 
Omaha 
July 25, 1997 
/ ,) /w-
TO: County Cl~rks . . . < r/. • 
FROM: R.K. Piper, Commumty Services Coordmatk_Z. 
RE: Draft Report LB 1085 
Dear County Clerk, 
Criminal Justice 
Annex 37 
Omaha, Nebraska 68182-0149 
(402) 554-2610 
1100 Neihardt 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0630 
(402) 472-3677 
Enclosed is a draft copy of the Track 2 overview, executive summaries and an example of the 
summarized comments received from elected officials in the five-county region regarding 
potentials for collaboration and resource sharing. 
Thus far, we have received an excellent response from the treasurers, assessors, and registers; but 
so far have no ideas or suggestions from county clerks (see overview and June 26 letter for 
background). 
Please reveiw this draft and fax any ideas, suggestions or comments to me (in Lincoln) by July 
29, 1997 at (402) 472-6758 or call me at (402) 472-0754. Thank you for your help and 
participation. 
I 
l 
A ~1,1al version of this report will be presented to the steering committe August 1, 1997. ] 
l 
University of Nebraska at Omaha University of Nebraska Medical Center University of Nebraska-Un~oln University of Nebraska at Kearney 
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SCHEDULE OF PUBLIC HEARINGS 
MULTI-COUNTY SHARED SERVICES PROJECT 
DATE LOCATION TIME 
11-12-97 Dodge County Courthouse 7:00p.m. 
11-17-97 Douglas County Leg. Chamber 7:00p.m. 
11-18-97 Saunders County Courthouse 10:30 a.m. 
11-18-97 Sarpy County Courthouse 4:00p.m. 
11-25-97 Washington County Courthouse 2:00p.m. 
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FORMAT FOR PUBLIC HEARINGS 
MULTI-COUNTY SHARED SERVICES PROJECT 
Introduction to Hearing [8-10 min.] [We will announce that questions 
for clarification should come at the end of each section of the hearing. 
Public comments will constitute the last section of the hearing.] 
• Purpose of hearing 
• Report on what has been done to look at how county services are 
delivered 
• Get feedback and suggestions from public for future directions 
• Introduce people involved in the process and hearing; recognize state 
senators and other local elected officials [This will be done by steering 
committee members from each county.] 
• Background on the project 
• LB1085 
• What we did to respond to the legislation 
• Profile of county government services and expenditures [This will utilize 
the budget and expenditure pies each county has provided Kathy 
Kelley. This information will be available in hand-out version, as well 
as in poster-size.] 
• Services 
• Expenditures 
• County taxes as percent of total tax bill for county taxpayers 
Track 1--Summarv of Consolidation Recommendations/Findings [10-15 
min.] [Russ Smith will do this] 
• Summarize Register of Deeds Findings 
• Summarize track 1 recommendations 
• Discuss follow-up actions 
Tack 2--Summarv of Cooperation and Sharing 
Recommendations/Findings [10 min.] [Russ will do this] 
• Review process and what was done to develop this information 
• Summarize officials' ideas and suggestions for improving services 
• Recommended priorities for elected official follow-up 
I 
r 
Track 3--Suromarv ofStudy Team Recommendations/Findings [15min.] 
[Russ will do this} 
• Summarize study team recommendations 
• Discuss follow-up actions 
Public Comments on the Findings and Recommendations of the Multi-
County Shared Services Project [30 min.] [Russ will facilitate and 
provide answers, but steering committee members should be prepared to be 
a part of this, as welL} 
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MULTI-COUNTY SHARED 
SERVICES PROJECT: 
REPORT TO DODGE 
COUNTY 
A Partnership Involving Dodge, 
Douglas, Sarpy, Saunders and 
Washington Counties 
Why The Project Was Developed 
• PassagellfLB1085inJ996 
~-required counties study -consolidation 
opportunities 
• The five counties wanted to look at 
~opportunities for sharing services and ~ 
resources 
Three Study Tracks 
• Track 1,-Study ofpotential property tax 
~ savings from elected. office .consolidation 
• Track 2,- Elected officials'j<Jeas for shari!lg. if 
services and co<1perating in service delivery. 
• -Track3:-StudyteamScfocusingon ~ 
~opportunities for rtlconfiguring ~count}'~ 
services 
MULTI-COUNTY SHARED SERVICES 
Purpose of the Public Hearing 
•-Report on~ what has bee[\ done to look :rr hnw~~l 
county services .are delivered. 
• Receive feedback and suggestions from the 
public on .projectiei:ommendations 
How The Work Was Done 
.~County boardmembersmetinFebruary. 
1997 and established a SteeringColnmittee 
to guide the study process . 
• Three study ''tracks'~ were developed 
Profile of Dodge County 
Government 
• · County J;lOVemment services 
• Spendinitfor serVices 
•~Taxesf() payfor~COU!lty seryices 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Track 1 Findings and 
Recommendations 
Track 1 Recommendations 
I Douglas ~l!lld Sarpy Couuty WQrk to d~v~!op~ 
1!11 implementation phm for ~onsolid~ting tA~ir · 
otlices into a sing!~ R~gister of Dceds officec 
' 2. Dodge, SaUI1ders and WashingtonCounti~s 
work (Od~velop an implementation plan for 
~onsolidating their-o~ces·~to·-a-siJ?.gle·-­
Register of Deeds office; 
Track 2 Recommendations 
Assessor Offices 
Couirty ActiOns __  
1. Sbare county appraisal staff aud expenise 
2. Develop-multi~unty- contracts-for private 
·ap}mUS3I~erviCes_-_ -- - - -- ---- ---
Privamatiott ;lc#Otts ~ 
I .. Contract~praisal services 
MULl1-COUN1Y SHARED SERVICES 
Track 1 Vision Statement 
Out counties_:wHl b.e_:well-t.®DagetL-. t'e:sponsive to 
-_citiZens; aud. p~yj@-e_ffic.i~nt and.dfecti:Y:e-
~rvices.-- 'fax·payeJ1' des~:lower_-oost 
_governtilent _T~c~_logy _is -~i!J,g·_ i~ po_~si_b~~ to 
accomplish many- activities-in ·new -ways- and at-
lower 'coSt-· -Yet, our CoUDties-afe or8aruzed ·on -the 
-basis of practices arut. fCchnotOgy- available iii the. 
I 9tlt Centwy. Ouf_goar iS. to- act Cotisiste-ntlY With. -
lhese newer rotces_.by advocailiig swcuual--
changes that facilitate ·ac~cwing QtA"visiQt_t_ 
Track 1 Recommendations 
(cont.) 
3c Eac.h co!D)ty~board request~theirAsseS'lor l!lld 
Clerk .office~to wor!<with the o!her c!l!D)tiesto. 
conductcousolidatio!l:stodies simil~r to !hat 
J;Oif(pletedfor. 1)1.-!l.egister of ~ds otlice. 
4. Five couuties continue tomeet<!uringJ998 to 
ilxamino 11Itd work toward structural chauge: 
Track 2 Recommendations 
(cont.) 
Register of Deeds-
County ActionS. 
L Wolk -fil standardize zoning roles-,- -ordiruuices,. and 
-reCon:liiJi appiOaChes -
2. shaie s!JiffwithexPettise in infonnalion 
management .. 
Priv~n -1-"~ns ... 
1. Allow direCt accesslPUi:cbase ofrecords~l!J' users ~ 
! 
r 
I 
[ 
Track 2 Recommendations 
(cont.) 
i. Seek change in statutes t!Uti cuneiitly- do-flat 
pennit comities-with <lOO,OOO .. population.to 
cltarge. foi". public-records 
Track 2 Recommendations 
(cont.) 
State. Actions (cOnt). 
4. -~hift issuing driver~ s ucetlses-to the state 
,_ 5. Ex~nd lifC?'_spanofplates~rom c~nt3_~o-~ yeEU'S 
6. Discontinue CQunty-spec_ific plates an,d allow 
ren~al" at _any co~T;tty-of'f!ce_ or v~a · !J.Utom@~n 
7. Require that legislation be preceded by more. 
thorough examinatio11 and stqdy of (!Seal impacts, 
f~~owed ~y dis~sion 'YJQI-cou:n~es 
Track 3 Recommendations--
Corrections 
I :Establish intedocal agreemenno share 
transportation .of inmates to. state prisons . 
and other correctional centers. 
2.EstablisJ-r an antmal.or semi-I!Jlllual trainittg 
program for COMly corrections employees. 
J.Developajointlegislative plan to encourage ) 
legislationto address!ssuessuch agjail .. · 
. overcrowding andinmatemedic_al co-. 
payments 
MULTI-COUN1Y SHARED SERVICES 
Track 2 Recommendations 
(cont.) 
1. Allow driver'-s :1lcinsing ex3m·s: 3tid isSuing of: 
licenses.to be-done ·rrom.any.· comity 
2. Allow development of "one stop'! driver'-s 
llcensilig-centeis - · 
3. Change-renewal_period fordriver!s-licenses from 
-~n(~ io--5 YeMs.or.lo~er- - - - - -
Track 3 Recommendations 
StndyTeam.Areas: 
--_..,;·corrections-
- E~e~el!o/ M~eme~t_ 
· -· Ext~ion Servic_es-
_-:-:Veteran's Setvices -
~Weed Control . 
Track 3 Recommendations--
Emergency Management 
LRecotlUUend that each coMty co!ls.idec 
restructuring or consolidating emergency · 
management, preferably at aregionaJ levei 
·While emergency management is a local~ 
issue; plaruim~. coordinlltlon, . 
~-lliD.l~~c~#o~. an.~ -~~_su~~ -r~quiri~g 
SPe~cialized expertise. C'!Jl ~best be . 
·accomplisiied at a: regional level . 
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Track 3 Recommendations--
Extension Services 
l.Establislr a single Extension Program Unit 
to. serve Douglas and Sarpy Count)'. 
Continue local advisory boards to provide 
local program direction and guidance 
2.Develop and implement user fee.s in each 
county for Extension educational and. 
training programs, facilities, satellite use, 
hoineowrier visits; spei:irnen Oiilgnosis, ani.! 
consultations · 
Track 3 Recommendations--
Veteran's Services 
1. Recommendlhatthe State ofNebraska. ·· 
assume.responsibility for veterlln'sservices 
functions. currently handled by counties. 
Every effort should be-made to develop-
regional service centers (e.g., with US 
yeter~~s_-{\~ll~_s!r!JtiOfit .. !ll"ea ag.encie,s_ on 
aging) and/or use existing state· service 
offices through the new Dept. of I!ealth and 
Human Services .. 
MULTI-COUNTY SHARED SERVICES 
Track 3 Recommendations--
Extension Services (cont.) 
3 .Recommend that each county's fair board 
· work:with.ExtensionSerVice.staffto 
ejqllore. the concept of regional county fairs 
(rnulti;county fair, srngle fair site serving 
multiple county'sfrurs, or both). Consider. 
impact of each strategy on cOunty levies, · 
fair participatio11, and VQlunteer wor_ldoadc 
Track 3 Recommendations--
Weed Control 
t.Reorganize weed contmlin the five . 
counties._ This can be accomplished through 
· consolidation, by developing interlocal 
agreements~ or ·bY- contiactiitg-f-or -seiVices. -
Efforts should focu8 on the following -· 
combinations of<:Qunties: Douglas and 
·Sarpy and Dodge, Saunders and · 
Washington. 
-i 
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Attendance: 
Notables: 
Introduction: 
Presentation: 
Dodge County Public Hearing 
Dodge County Courthouse 
November 12, 1997 
7:00p.m. 
31 
Senator Ramon Janssen 
Councilmember Bob Warner, City of Fremont 
Carol Givens, Register of Deeds 
Fremont Tribune Reporter 
Seven Dodge County Supervisors 
Dodge County Clerk 
Veterans Service Officer 
Bud lossi 
Russell Smith 
Questions & Comments: 
• Are we going to have to travel far away to conduct county business? 
• Are you going to cut the Sheriff's budget? 
• If you are keeping an office in each county, what are you consolidating/ 
- What are the wages in each county? 
- Will you have to pay higher wages? 
- How can you possibly save money? 
• Is this a project being undertaken statewide? 
• Hope it doesn't stop here (this study) we don't need any more than 20 
counties in Nebraska. 
• We are only nit-picking at a bigger problem. With technology and the 
communication systems of today, 93 counties are unnecessary. County 
boundaries are obsolete in today's age. 
• On Veterans Services, if state takes over will they pay for it? 
• People who use Veterans Services, such as widows, need transportation. 
They need personal attention. 
• In regard to track two -- England issues plates in 28 year cycles. Have an 
annual renewal instead. Produces cost savings. 
• Would there be a common levy to run each office if the counties 
consolidated? 
• Who would do the appointing of the offices? What if you didn't like the 
appointment? 
h:/kk.dodnotes 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Will other counties be short-changed personnel if you follow the Douglas 
County model of one-half person per 10,000? You're going to be needing 
more people with workload of Register of Deeds increasing in Dodge 
County. 
Reminder to Steering Committee ~ 1.6M Nebraskans, 18,000 state 
employees outside of higher education. Too much bureaucracy. South 
Carolina started cutting costs on local level. 
In planning for the future, Register of Deeds must be aware of all initiatives . 
Technology is changing so fast. Compared software programs with other 
counties. Shared ideas with Saunders & Washington. This study has 
opened up new ideas and sharing. (Carol Givens, Register of Deeds) 
Why did you choose Register of Deeds? Least repetitive visits of public go 
to Register of Deeds. People go to Clerks Office more often than Register 
of Deeds. 
If you take away county designation on license plates, will it be harder for 
law enforcement? 
LB 1085 - Had to come sooner or later. County can make a dramatic cut, 
so can city, but what about the schools? That's where you have to start to 
see reduction in property tax. (Fremont City Council member) 
They think nothing of spending money on prisons, if they spent more on 
schools there wouldn't be so many in prison. 
You'll have to spend a lot of money to get the public to go for this - need 
public relations campaign. 
I want to make an important point. The public likes to have the personal 
touch, working with people one-on-one, public likes the familiarity. 
Senator Janssen: Local taxing authorities can go to constituents and 
override levy limits. Schools are doing dramatic things to bring levys down. 
Public schools are up against dramatic challenges; privatization of clubs·, 
music and athletic programs, must get private funds. Legislature did not 
want to do what it did, people put pressure on Legislature to do something 
about high property taxes. Legislature made some mistakes; i.e. rural fire 
protection districts. If you can't provide good equipment, you will lose 
insurance. I commend counties for doing what you are doing. I applaud 
you. Legislature will work with you. Think this meeting is good, beneficial. 
I applaud you. 
h:/kk.dodnotes 
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LB 1 085 Public Hearing 
11/17/97-7:00 p.m. 
Douglas County 
Omaha-Douglas Civic Center 
Notables: Commissioners, Bud lossi, County Clerk, Register of Deeds, Kent 
Holm, Russ Smith, KKAR Reporter, Sarpy County Register of Deeds. 
Public: 2 
Introduction: Carole Woods Harris 
Presentation: Russell Smith 
Comments & Questions: 
* 
* 
Mike Boyle on Register of Deeds. Fixed costs on operating offices seems 
that the people who get merged are Register of Deeds and Chief Deputy -
workload gets done by fewer people. Leave it up to the State of Nebraska 
rather than counties because all you get rid of is Register of Deeds and 
Chief Deputy. These are fixed costs. 3 functions; 3 employees. License 
plates -think that our plates should be a vanity plate rather than 3 
alphabetic, 3 numeric - no value to. have county identified by number -
polarizes. 
Richard Takechi. No problem looking at consolidation in essence of 
efficiency. What's missing are the services that county is giving to public. 
Can take my office on paper, divide up by costs, number of employees and 
see that in the old days of libraries vs. population shift, it didn't work. 
When I was a city person, I looked at where the tax dollars go. 
Other schools are taking tax dollars out besides OPS what about other 
districts. They should be on the levy list. 
Emphasis should be if taxpayers are getting efficient use of tax dollar. 
Want to say this about Register of Deeds. No one appreciates the value 
of what the people of this office do. We generate revenue, small office 
space. I challenge the statement that we don't have high traffic. I don't 
care if I lose my job. Don't like studies done on paper. I know the person 
who did this study didn't have enough money to do that kind of study. 
Documents in my office - 60 some documents. Haven't' addressed the 
differences between offices. I've been trying to get equipment down there, 
unless I get it, my office won't be as efficient. Register of Deeds is 
unusual in record keeping. When an error is made the land is always 
there and you have to trail it back if error isn't corrected such as a lien. 
We can't say that we'll just change it. Different than a license plate or a 
vehicle - cars can be disposed of. Land -you need to know who originally 
h:lkk.phdaug 
~ j 
owned it. 
Can't just cause an injustice to the public. I have two questions for the 
Board #1 what does County Board look like by the tax dollar? 
#2 what does this accomplish vs. the savings and the service. To say that 
there won't be any savings. How and when are the public to be served? 
We must take care of the public. If its going to cost more public ought to 
know about it. What kind of service. 
When I was in the city we got rid of snow plows when it snowed people 
wanted that equipment. 
Other businesses charge for their product. No qualms on study. Good 
way to start. 
Must make consequences known. Challenge - do the documentation and 
the challenge of moving the information and how does it affect the public. 
Is there a cost to doing that service? What do we do for the public? 
Public wants consolidation until it happens. 
h:ll<k.phdoug 
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LB 1 085 Public Hearing 
11/18/97 - 10:30 a.m. 
Saunders County 
Saunders County Courthouse 
Attendance: Six Supervisors, Reporter, Register of Deeds, County Clerk, Four 
members of public, Sarpy Register of Deeds, Lloyd Dowding 
Introduction: Doris Karloff, Karen Johnson 
Presentation: Russell Smith 
Comments & Questions: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
It surely has to cost money to do the consolidation. 
In a three county consolidation, would there be offices in each county? 
What about personnel costs in a three county consolidation? 
Does this mean that cost savings come from the reduction of personnel? 
Since Register of Deeds are essentially the ones who gave the steering 
committee the information, point to the fact that buying the technology is 
very expensive. The counties will be all on imaging. I developed 
software with someone else in my county which I am giving to Dodge and 
Washington counties. More revenue will be coming in from selling this to 
banks. I've been imaging since May. It's great. Future is in CO's and 
advanced technology (Dodge County Register of Deeds). The Board 
bought in and gave me money for imaging. 
If you cut county government by 50% you're saving nothing. The most 
efficient of all governments - that's county government. 
Someone needs to explain to state that bigger is not better. There's 
nothing wrong with the operation in this Courthouse. 
If you cut county government, you will be cutting services. You'd be 
saving $5 or $10 a year and driving a lot further for less service. 
Did you have anybody on your committee that are involved in the zoning 
profession? I don't know how you could possibly have uniform zoning. I 
hate to see a recommendation like this go to the state. They might think 
this is possible. 
Another fact when you talk to people over coffee, people don't want 
things shifted to the state. It becomes more costly, you lose control, more 
remote. Keep things closer to the people, that's why counties were 
formed. 
h:/kk.phsaund 
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If services can be delivered by the state it will be more costly. If you felt it 
could truly be delivered more efficiently by the state, go ahead. It won't 
happen. Don't just shift it to the state to save county money. Must have a 
better reason than that, because you will not get the service the county 
personnel provides, nor will you save money in the end. 
If you shift veterans services to the state, does that mean that you won't 
have a veterans office in each county? 
School districts take up the largest portion of the tax dollar, why aren't 
schools being asked to do what the counties are mandated to do in 1 085? 
Since I've been a County Clerk, three things have been legislated that 
add to the workload and the expense. 1) Equalization - 733 protests, 
documentation required 7 days. 2) Preliminary levies -tremendous 
workload. 3) Election advertising - more ads. Then they tell us to 
tighten our belts. 
It can be done more efficiently on the local level, but when state 
mandates and then wants to cut the purse strings; what's it all about? 
h:lkk.phsaund 
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LB 1 085 Public Hearing 
11/18/97-4:00 p.m. 
Sarpy County 
Sarpy County Courthouse 
Attendance: 19 people. 
Notables: Five County Commissioners, Clerk, Register of Deeds, County 
Attorney, Fiscal Administrator, County Administrator, Carole Woods Harris. No 
members of the public. 
Comments & Questions: 
.. 
.. 
.. 
Assertion that Emergency Management can be served on a regional basis 
is not supported by the facts. Totally disagree with this. Don't need 
sharing in certain areas. 
Sarpy only has one person doing weed control. 
Lloyd Dowding, Register of Deeds. We've all seen a movie where Walter 
Brennan is brushing off his mule and tries to get to the Deeds office 
because he knows that not until then will the land be his. At one time 
Douglas filed all the deeds. Thanks to the steering committee and Dr. 
Smith for doing such a good job with little money. Mentioned last night in 
Douglas County that unless you physically come into the Register of 
Deeds office and look at what's going on, you don't know exactly what is 
going on. You just can't sit down and figure it all out on paper. It's the 
number of documents, not population based. 
92 -104,900 processed 22,217 documents 
93- 106,900 processed 31,828 documents 40% increase 
94 - 1 08,700 processed 32,938 documents 
95 - 111 ,300 processed 21,787 documents 
Population factors have little to do with it. The economy does. If 
Greenspan lowers the interest rates tonight, you won't be able to get into 
my office. 
The economy of scale I'd come up with wouldn't be based on population. 
Interest rates, banking rates, desire to live in a certain area, drives 
business. Seeing for the first time developments in excess of $250,000. 
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So there are errors in looking at this office in this way. Also in study it 
states you're not going to close offices, but reduce staff. Study shows 
going from 35 to 21, must get rid of two Register of Deeds and two 
deputies and four others to be laid off. Deed's deal with lawyers, title 
companies and banks and widows bringing in death certificates. 
Figures I find in the study are erroneous -- Sarpy County figures are 
wrong. 
I request that the recommendations be reworded to say that five counties 
Register of Deeds will meet and work for consolidation. 
Dan Peterson - E.M. Director. Recommendation for consolidating at a 
regional level is wrong. You have law enforcement, fire, etc. all working 
together. The role of EM is pushed to the local level. It really should be 
pushed down from County to City. It's our responsibility to coordinate, 
we're already short people. lnterlocal agreements, one-on-one meetings 
are time consuming; i.e. siren consolidation, training, ice jams. Sarpy 
works with Dodge, Cass, Douglas Counties in training already. I want 
Sarpy to be in control of an emergency situation. 
Best Emergency Management is local. We need to be very prepared, less 
federal help available. It boils down to whose tending to business and 
time required. 
Rich James -- I think taxes in Nebraska are too high. Government has to 
be looked at. Have more government employees per average citizen than 
most other states. Government has to be looked at and a process started. 
Not many citizens here though. 
The best buy in Douglas and Sarpy Counties is county government. 
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LB 1085 Public Hearing 
11/24/97 --2:00p.m. 
Washington County 
Washington County Courthouse 
Attendance: Seven county supervisors, county clerk, 32 members of the public. 
Introduction: Tom Cady, Harris Vogt 
Presentation: Russell Smith 
Public Comments/Questions: 
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When you send a report in be sure to report what a small portion of the 
property tax belongs to the county. When you start at the low end of the 
tax pie, you are not going to solve the problem. 
Commend the committee for time and effort put into the study. Don't feel 
that Washington County belongs in the study. Took exception to the 
statement that the Register of Deeds has a low volume of traffic. This is 
not true. Interesting to note that $242,000 in fees. County kept $189,000 
ofAhe fees. We are consolidated already, it only cost the taxpayer 
$11,000 to operate these three offices: Register of Deeds, Clerk, Election 
Commissioner. Can't get any more relief than that. What consideration 
has been given to the cost of continuing to study the consolidation effort? 
We are not talking about the convenience of where these offices are 
located. Study should address this. 
Speaking of county extension -- anytime you implement user fees it must 
be uniform across the state, for instance for Washington county to develop· 
a soil testing fee, what about the other county extension offices? This is a 
fairness issue. Plus it may be nickel and pennying the public. Plus what 
about the paperwork that would ensue? 
That's exactly right. This is what 1085 is looking at - nickel and dime 
savings. 
Extension already has a fee for soil testing. 
Some of these ideas for savings really will cost money. Extension 
programs are a form of education enhancing public education. User fees 
might hurt a lot of the programs. 
I've lived in this county 25 years, our county extension office which I work 
with, and I'm telling you that to have a multi county fair would allow too 
much distance for kids to go. Hate to see it leave county. Less access. 
Same goes for the Veterans office. They both provide great service. 
There are many concerned that we are going to drop 4H. You may lose a 
lot of kids who are benefiting from it if you combine it with other counties. 
Washington county has a great county fair. More exhibits than you can 
imagine. This is a big county travel wise especially if you live in the 
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southern part of the county. Kids are benefiting from these opportunities. 
Don't place limitations on accessing these opportunities. 
How did these five counties end up coming together anyway? 
We did have one meeting with Thurston and Burt counties but nothing 
came of it. 
Who's going to act on these recommendations? Who has the final word? 
One of my concerns on the Register of Deeds report is that it states a 
concrete savings and there is nothing that assesses the cost of technology 
that will ensue and other hook ups as far as the recording of data to other 
offices. Also what is the impact to the users and the citizens? 
Legislature passed LB 1 085 because of the pressure that they were 
getting. Yet they did not ask the cities or schools to self examine and look 
at consolidation. Legislature has never come to county and said "how can 
we help you cut taxes?" 
The Veterans Service office. Could you explain the recommendation for a 
state takeover? 
Maybe a lot of you here now don't know about Washington County 
Veterans Services. Let's ask Ruth . Her husband died. He had 
been in the Coast Guard. I asked about his death certificate. Turns out 
Mr. died of a service related cause. She now gets $700 a month. 
This wouldn't have happened without a Veterans Service Officer she could 
confide in. Then there was · · . I helped her with a few phone calls. 
In the last six months six widow pensions out of my office. Approximately 
$1 million generated through pensions, comp. etc. Death benefits are 
generated also. 18 headstones in one year. Also all education benefits 
are made out here. These are done right here in this office. Also free 
fishing and hunting licenses. Last weekend I got a call from John A. 
Gentleman about an Omaha doctor who died and was going to be buried 
in Ft. Calhoun. I arranged for a full military presentation. This is service, 
local service, caring service. 
Re: Extension. Can't say enough about what a resource extension has 
been on the recycling project. Couldn't live without the extension service. 
ESU and extension share a lot of services. Wondering about this bill, did 
they just say study consolidation? If it doesn't save a whole lot of money 
does it require you to do it? What the Legislature has done is require 
counties to do a lot of studying costing a lot of money to counties. 
Make clear to Legislature that Washington county wants to continue with 
our own identity. Schools have a terrible time determining a name when 
they consolidate. Let them know bigger isn't always better. Leave us 
alone, we're doing just fine. 
I'm president of the Fair Board. Fair is an investment in the future of our 
kids. Our county fair is a great investment for the future of kids. We have 
a good county fair. Fair Board does a good job of bringing out pride in 
Washington county. Combining will discourage kids from participating. 
Without extension no Farmers Market, gardening services. 
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If people want adult education extension is where to go. Forget going in 
on stuff with Douglas. We don't want another nudge in making Blair a 
suburb of Omaha. 
Sheriff Horner. Looked over the Corrections recommendations. Show me 
the money. We only transport 3 or 4 a year to state pen. Really hard to 
coordinate, establish a training program, show me the money. It isn't 
going to save any money. We spend 20 hours at Grand Island and have 
our own training right here. We also contract with Cuming and Burt to 
bring their prisoners here. System is working fine here right now. 
I'm on extension and fair boards. Understand that counties had to do this 
study because of LB 1085. But is anyone for this? 
Is anyone for consolidating any of this? We are already sharing services. 
These are common sense things. 
We're lucky to have gone in with Douglas county because you have a 
bigger pool with Douglas and Sarpy counties being in the report. 
Washington and Douglas counties cooperate great on many things 
already. Nothing to be afraid of. They've never done anything to us yet 
that I know of. 
Don't be too quick. There's a hill in this county. 
Don't say anything about that - our stuff goes there too. 
Washington county budget is lean. I challenge anyone to find fat or 
excess. 
In defense of Legislature, we are fortunate in Washington county to have a 
population base that can support services. But there are other counties 
that have a real problem elsewhere in the state. I think that was the 
Legislature's intent for those counties to look hard. 
We have one of the best counties in the state. 
Community - local things like fair, extension, and Veterans Services are 
not places that you want to start looking at consolidation. 
We also have to look at 1114. Where do you start? 
You can always put a bond issue out there. Then you'll know what people 
want to pay for. 
I have an interest in the yellow section of the pie - the school tax- I'm a 
school board member. We get chewed on also. We could be more 
efficient if we combined three public schools in Blair but people in Blair 
don't want that. 
We don't want Senators of Nebraska telling us what to do. 
State is taking over 3 or 4 Assessors offices. Let's see how that goes. 
They may find out it's more work and expense than they thought. Dakota 
county is one. Counties must provide the facilities and operating expense. 
I want to see property taxes go down but Legislature goes about it the 
wrong way. We just don't want the land to be taxed. Big corporations are 
not paying their share. We want a shift from real estate to income tax - a 
tax that demonstrates an ability to pay. 
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